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SILVER CITY,

GOVEUNOITS MESSAGE.
An Exhaustive Review

of Territorial

Affairs.
Governor Thornton Prcxt-ntan Able
to the Territorial LegltUa-tur- e
for Consideration.

Mck-kiir-

o

Governor Thornton's first message was
read before the joint session of tlie legislature Saturday morning. It is a document of great length and is here presented in a condensed form.
Exkcutivk Omen, Tun., New Mexico,
Santa Fe, December ill, 1894. f
Gentlemen of the council and house of
representatives,! extend to you a hearty
and cordial welcome to the capital city
of New Mexico.
As the representatives of the sovereign
people of this territory
so recently

elected their accredited agents, delegated
and empowered to represent them in this
deliberative body, you occupy a most
honorable and responsible position. To
you, the people of this great territory
have entrusted the duty of correcting
errors found in our laws and the enactment of such new legislation as our advancement in civilization, and the rapidly changing condition of a great and
growing country demand. The honor
thus conferred is a tribute to your worth
that should gratify the pride of the most
ambitious; but with the acceptance of
the honorable position you now occupy,
you have assumed great and responsible
duties as legislators. The welfare of the
people, so far as it can be affected by
legislation, rests with you ; careful, con
siderate action in the drafting ami passing of new, and the repeal of obnoxious
laws now in existence, will redound to
the future prosperity and happiness of
our people, adding to the respect and
esteem in which they are now held in
other par:s of the world, and tending
greatly to impovo the morals, a id give
confidence to the citizens of this territory. Upon the other hand hasty and
unguarded action on your part must,
and most likely would, work great
harm.
This is a critical moment in the history of New Mexico. For more than
forty years our people have labored continuously and arduously for admission
to the sisterhood of states, but so far
have labored in vain. Treaty obligations
have been disregarded, the wishes of our
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people ignored, and we still remain a
dependent territory
deprived of the
rights of
dependent
upon the wishes of the national administration for the selection of the officers
who fill the most responsible positions
and exercise the greatest authority upon
our people. This must necessarily work
to our detriment. It is not possible for
a national executive living thousands of
miles from our border, who has never
set foot in our territory, knows nothing,
save by report, of our country, who is
unfamiliar with our interests and industries, to appoint ollieers as satisfactory
and competent to administer the affairs
of states, as those elected by the votes of
the sovereign people actuated by
and fully informed as to the
wants and necessities existing in all
parts of the territory.
Defeat and disappointment in the past
have in no degree dampened the ardor
and enthusiasm of our people for statehood and independent self government;
we arc as anxious as ever for statehood
today, and our hearts are tilled with
hope that success is about to crown our
efforts and that this long sought for boon
will soon be an accomplished fact.
A bill for the admission of New Mexico,
liberal in its provisions and satisfactory
to all classes, has passed the lower house
of congress and gone to the senate, where
it has lieen referred to the committee on
territories, who have examined it and
reported it back to the senate with the
recommendation that "it pass."
ts,

This bill is now awaiting the action of
the senate with every prospect that as
soon as it can be reached, it will pass that
You can therefore readily see
body.
luw the action of this representative
body of the people of this territory, at
this time, and in view of these conditions is of the utmost importance. Your
every act will lie carefully viewed and
critically .scrutinized; wise, considerate
and careful action upon your part will
tend to aid in the cause of statehood,
while hasty, extreme or improvident
legislation must retard if not defeat it
for the present, and probably delay the
action of congress for many years
to come. I invite your earnest attention
to this important matter, and advise
careful consideration thereof with the
sincere hope that your own innate honesty, your patriotism and well known
love for our 1eautiiul mountain territory,

PRICE

5 CENTS

will prompt you to carefully consider
and thereby determine all measures
which may come before yon, and that
your counsels will be governed by prudence and wisdom.
Coming as you do from the body of
the people, familiar with their wants

and representing their desires, you
should bring to the performance of your
duties, a determination to fully satisfy
the expectations of those whose servants
you are, by a conscientious and laborious
effort to perform the work in hand, honestly and faithfully.
In view of the shortness of the term as
provided by law, and the many and varied interests to be looked after, it is important that prompt and vigorous action
be taken. The magnitude of the work
demanding your attention is so great
that it is doubtful if it can be satisfactorily performed, even by the most
laborious efforts, during the life of the
session.
I do not advise you to hasty action, for
you will see by reference to some of the
laws on our statute books, that non-

action is better than hasty and careless
legislation. Some of the most important measures requiring your attention
at this time point to the repeal of hasty
and improvident legislation of the past.
The governor strongly recommends the
repeal of the law providing for the compensation of assessors on the ground that
the present law is ambiguous. lie likewise desires the repeal of the change of
venue law and the law providing that
three justices of the peace may issue
writs of habeas corpus.
He reviews at some length the condition of the various territorial institutions, most of which are in a very satisfactory condition. Of the educational
institutions there is but one, the school
of mines at Socorro, which is not in a
satisfactory condition.
The two normal schools created by the
last legislature one at Las Vegas and
one at Silver City, have organized, secured the necessary grounds, and have
begun the erection of suitable buildings.
The normal school nt Las Vegas has
its building in course of construction,
while that at Silver City is about completed. The school at this point has
been fully organized, and has been in operation for some months with the most flattering prospects for its future success.
The board of regents has been exceptionally-active
and ellicient in its work.
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The financial condition of the terrtory ture, horticulture and kindred pursuits. of New Mexico might, with sufficient
is satisfactory, but most of the counties
I congratulate you upon the very rapid capital and effort for the saving and
have run largely into debt during the advancement our territory has made utilizing of the flood waters of summer
past two years. This is attributed by during the last few years in the reclama and the melted snows of winter, be. in
time made the garden of America and
the governor to the law in relation to tion of these desert lands.
No portion of the United States has the home of a large and prosperous popthe court fund and he recommends that
the law be so changed that courts may improved more rapidly nor yielded more ulation.
Let me ask of you to consider well the
be held until all of the cases on the readily to labor and enterprise than the
valleys of our territory. The efforts of legislation necessary for the development
dockets are tried.
The law with reference to the publica- the past show the wonderful productive- of the agricultural interests of this territion of "delinquent tax lists" provides ness of the soil reclaimed, and present tory and the passage of such laws as will
for its publication "on or before the first efforts are proving the large acreage sus- bring within our borders the capital reMonday of each year."
ceptible of reclamation by irrigation at quired to conserve the great bodies of
When this law was passed, all taxes a very small expenditure of capital.
water now flowing to waste for nine
In every part of our territory marked months of the year in the streams that
became delinquent and payable on January the 1st of each year. At the last advancement has been made. In the traverse our valleys. There is nothing
session of the legislature, the law was Mimbres valley ,and at Deming, in Grant at this time deserving your careful atchanged, making the taxes payable "one county, valuable additions are being tention and consideration to a greater
half in January and the other half in made to a system of irrigation already in extent than the operation of a system of
July," so that as it now stands, it be- course of completion, while all along the irrigation and conservation of the flood
comes the duty of the collector to have Uio Grande, in the counties of Rio Arri- waters now going to waste.
the delinquent tax list published at a ba, Bernalillo. Valencia, Socorro and
The rights of those who build ditches
of the taxes are Dona Ana, there are several extensive and reservoirs should be perfectly detime when only one-ha- lf
due and delinquent. The date of ad- enterprises looking to the perservation fined, so that he who invests his capital
vertisement should be changed to some at several points of the vast flood waters in New Mexico may feel that he has actime after the 1st of July of each year.
that now annually flow to waste down quired a title to the water conserved and
I also desire to call your attention to these streams. Upon the Canadian river that he will be protected in his interests.
that provision of the law passed at the another valuable irrigation enterprise is Liberal donations, either of lands for
last session of the legislature providing in the course of construction, while in reservoir rights or the relief for a series
that "in counties of the (irst-clathe the Pecos valley in the counties of Eddy of years from the burden of taxation as
offices of collector and sheriff shall he and Chaves, there has leen completed an inducement to capital should be
separated."
The section making this one of the grandest systems of irrigation made, looking at all times to the protecdivision is exceedingly indefinite.
It ever witnessed in the world. The con tion of the rights of property of the ad- simply provides that the ollice of col- ception of this great enterprise reflects joining property owners, and the final
lector shall, in counties of the first-clashonor upon the originator, while its taxation of land thus reclaimed.
be separate from the office of sheriff, and completion in so methodical a manner in
Believing that this assembly is fully
shall be held by a different person. This so short a time, in the face of the great alive to the wants and necessities of this
law to go into effect upon January 1, financial crisis and the many difficulties territory, and that you will faithfully
1895.
Nothing whatever is said with that confronted it, speaks volumes for perform your duties in a manner to rereference lo the taxes assessed and placed the enterprise and courage of those who flect credit on yourselves and redound to
in the hands of the sheriff during the had the work in hand.
the future benefit of our territory, I will
year 18!)4, or any delinquent taxes in his
New Mexico possesses today the larg- conclude, leaving you to the performance
possesion. It was evidently the inten- est reservoir in the world with one ex- of your duties anil invoking the blesstion that the sheriff's authority to act as ception, and with proper laws our ad- ings of the omnipotent and
God
collector should cease upon the first day vancement already so great must over your deliberations.
of January, 1895, and yet no provision improve rapidly in the future. Few of
The Crowfoot Cattle company has filed
was made for his turning over to the us realize that
of the food
collector the tax look in his hands and supplied to the world is raised in arid re- articles of incorporation with the territorial secretary.
taking his receipt therefor. As this gions by means of irrigation.
The incorporators are
law now stands it is very doubtful who
Ilabylon, Tyre ami Carthage, queen Alfred Jaretski, of New York, and Frank
has the right to collect the taxes assessed cities of the past, were all desert born, Springer and A. A. Jones, of San
and placed in the banda of the sheriff their grandeur and worth drawn from Miguel county. The company has been
during the year 1894. The matter de- the canals and ditches that watered the organized for the general live stock business. The company's
is $150,000,
mands your prompt attention.
lands surrounding them. ' The lilies that in shares of $100 each, capital
its principal place
Only a few years ago this country was grew in the world famed gardens of Ilaby- of business is Silver City and its corpodesignated upon the mapa of the world lon were the result of artificial irriga- rate term of existence is fifty years.
The
as "The Great American Desert." It tion. The greatest monuments to the nameddirectors are the persons 'above
and in addition James W. Don-ne- r,
people wl(p reared those fabulous trade
was represented as being
jr., of New York, and Henry Mcbarren and only fit for the home of the centres are the ruined works fashioned knight, of Pittsburgh.
savage and uncivilized man. How rapid- for the prevention and distribution of
The November number of American
ly this delusion has faded away ! A few water. Of the great city of Carthage not Climates
and Itesorts contains a
years have shown the great fertility of a stone remains, but the magnificent
very interesting
article on Silver
that supplied her people with City as a health resort. The
our valleys; how the desert of today, by
article
the application of water and labor, may- water still exists and waters the city of is illustrated and ought to be
the
be made the garden of tomorrow. Upon Tunis.
means of bringing a large number of innothing does the future prosperity of
With a soil as rich as can be found in valids to tins place. A considerable
portion of the article is devoted to
New Mexico depend so much as the de- any portion of the world,
adapted to the statements made by Dr. Kennon, of this
velopment of hei agricultural industries, growth of every variety of grain and place, in reference to the effect of
this
the reclamation of the desert land, the vegetable, vines and fruit produced in climate on diseases of the respiratory
perservation of the waste waters and the temperate zone, and a climate un- organs. Dr. Kennon's statements will
attention as plain statements
their application to ilie uses of agricul surpassed, it. would seem that the valleys command
of (indisputable facts.
ss
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following:

Robert Evans, who was injured by a
horse a short time since, is recovering
slowly.
Candidates for ollice at the coming
precinct elections do not appear to be
very numerous. The fees of the offices
are not sullicient to make precinct, offices
very desirable in any of the precincts of
the county.
Six prisoners were brought up from
Doming last Wednesday and lodged in
the county jail. They are serving sentences from .'0 to 60 days'each for smashing windows and disturbing the peace at
Doming.

The Hull & Stephens mill at l'inos
Altos is being run irregularly on account
of the scarcity of water at the mill.
There is ore enough out to insure the
constant running of the mill during the
season if water can be had.
Frank Hell is running the Mammoth
mill at l'inos Altos on full time. There
are a good many tons of custom ore out
ready to be treated at this mill. The
mill has a good supply of water and can
be kept running steadily.
Walter Clayton, Willie Rivers and
Maynard and Ed Sowers, spent several
days last week hunting near the tiila
hot springs. As usual the lwys got their
shaws of small game including turkeys,
but failed to bag anything larger this
trip.
Last week did not turn out to be a
very good week for amusements in this
city. The Americas Vaudeville company and Zamloch, the magician, were
here, but they played to small houses.
The receipts were not ,very satisfactory
to the show people.
The trumps in the county jail who are
being kiarded at the expense of the
county might be put to work improving
the grounds around the court house. A
little hard work might discourage them
from returning here next winter to lie
boarded at our county boarding house.

The Georgetown Masonic- lodge will
insiall its new otlicers as soon as the new
lodge furniture arrives. The members
of the lodge expect to have a big time
ami a number of people expect to go
over from this place. A banquet will be
given by the members of the Order of
the Eastern Star at Georgetown and the
ball will be given by the members of the
Masonic lodge.

3

KoihovuIh.
Through Mail to Mogollón.
As seems to be the custom about the
Commencing this morning mail for
first of the year here as in nearly all the postoflices on the Mogollón mail
towns, and cities for that matter, in the route willl be carried through without

country, a number of families changed
their residence. Among those of this
of Ki'iuliilili) rurngmplifi Which
who changed their quarters on or
city
Should Mot l0 Overlooked
about that time may be mentioned the
Hy Our KcadcrH.

The rooent ruina made the roads pretty heavy in some parts of Die county.

1895.

Mr. J. 0. Biggs has bought and moved
his family into the residence located
opposite L. A. Skelly's residence.
J. J. Sheridan, who occupies the residence recently vacated by J. II. Mudge.
Adolph Wetzel now occupies the resi
dence of 1'rof. Decker near the Sisters'
hospital.

stopping over night at Siggins' ranch.
Heretofore the mail which left this
postollice at 8 o'clock every Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday morning has
been carried as far as Siggins' ranch
where the stage stopped for the night
and the remainder of the distance was
covered the next day, taking about thirty hours for the mail to reach Mogollón.
Under the new arrangement it will require but seventeen hours for the mail to
go from this place, to Mogollón, the
stage reaching that place in the night.
Mail from the postoflices on the Mogollón route will reach this place every Sunday, AVednesday and Friday morning instead of Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday evenings as under the old schedule.
Some time ago an effort was made to
get. a daily mail service on this route
with a reduction in the schedule time
from thirty to seventeen hours and
Waterbury went out over the
route to get data from which to make a
report. The result is that the time has
been shortened but the mail will be continued three times a week for the present at least.
The change suits Contractor Murphey
in
the
as far as the reduction
it
is
as
concerned
time
to paswill be more satisfactory
sengers to go through without stopping
over night on the way. If there should
be any considerable increase in the
amount of mail matter to be carried over
the route a daily mail may be secured.

The schedule time for the arrival of
the mail from l'inos Altos has been
changed. The mail from l'inos Altos
now arrives daily except Sunday at 9: 10
a. in., which is an hour earlier than the
old schedule time of arrival. The time
for leaving from this place has not been
changed.
There will be a good market for the
ores produced in the vicinity of Ivanhoe
by the first of next month. The new
smelter which is being put up at Ivanhoe
by the New Mexico ami Arizona Smelting company would have been ready for
operation by this time had it not been
for a delay in getting the necessary luin- her. It is expected now that the smelter
will be blown in within three weeks and
then Ivanhoe will be one of the liveliest
camps in southern New Mexico.
II. J. Hutchinson was over from Central last Saturday, lie is very much encouraged at the outlook for a revival of
the mining industry in that part of the
county, lie has been holding several
mining properties and spending money
in keeping up the assessment work in
the hope that the time would come when
they would be valuable. He has been
A. M. Little was up from Doming last
getting some returns on bis investments week looking after the hay crop which
recently and hopes for more in the near
he cut last season near Whitewater.
future.-
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PERSONAL
Mention

PALAVER.

of People You

Do

Other Interesting Matter Which Can
Read With Profit By All Our

Ie

Not Know.

TowiiHpeoplo.

Alfred Job was in from his ranch last
Saturday.
If you want a Parlor stove go to Robinson's.
John Corbett up was from Doming
last week.
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
subseril)e for Tiik Eaui.k.
Judge Clark was in from his Gila
rancli last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
John R. Adair was down from Pinos
Altos last week.
goods

just received at

Robin-

son's.
Col. S. P. Carpenter was in from the
Sapello this week.
Go to the Broadway Hotel for meals.
It is the best place in'the city.
20
J. X. Upton came in from the Mimbres last Wednesday.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
hi oi. uoorge nouinson s.
iroasuror liolieh came up from Iteming last Monday afternoon.
Bring your job work to The Eaoi.e office. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Mr. and Mrs. McVannan were in the
city last week from Burro Ciénega.
The place to get the celebrated Berwick Bay Oysters and Choice Fruits is at
Xolan's, opposite postollice.
Miss Ella Marble, of Lordsburg, will
attend the normal school this term.
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the Broadway Hotel dining room where the liest
meals in the city can be had.
20
Alvah Mason, one of the old timers of
Pinos Altos, was in the city last week.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
Miss Irma Muse left for Washington,
D. C, last Monday. She will attend
school there.

The finest line of Imported and
mestic Cigars in the city, at Xolan's
Post Ollice.

9, 1895.
New Pupils Enrolled.

George Fleetham left for Mogollón
last Friday morning.

Do and

New

JANUARY

Do-

The normal school reopened last MonOur hand made Cream Candies and day after a holiday vacation of a iittle
Tallies are the finest.
Made twice a over two weeks with a number of new
week. Xolan's, opposite postotliee.
pupils. There are now over 70 pupils
Miss Helen Randall, who has been the enrolled and it has been but little over
guest of Mrs. Irvin, has returned to her four months since the school was opened.
In other words the enrollment has
home at Georgetown.
doubled in four months, the schoool havThe celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
36 names on the
most economical Heating Stove manu- ing opened with with
factured, can Ixi found only at Xeff's. roll.
Call and see them.
This increase in attendance speaks
George W. Miles came down from more eloquently than words can tell of
Santa Fe last Sunday afternoon and the success of the school. There is no
surer way of judging of the good work
went over to the Mimbres.
being done by a school than by the atA. J. Clark came up from Doming
tendance. Parents do not send their
Monday afternoon to attend the regular
sons and daughters to a school where
January meeting of the lward of county
they are not benefited, but the work of a
commissioners.
good school is always appreciated.
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
Prof. Selby is heart and soul in the
large variety of Plain and Ornamental
Lamps, at lower prices than can be work of the school and takes great pride
found elsewhere, at Xeff's.
in its success and he is ably assisted in
Mrs. W. E. Clark, of Georgetown, who the work by Prof. Long. The rooms
has been visiting Mrs. II. Mcintosh, now occupied by the school are rather
here, returned to her home last Sunday. small for the number of pupils now in
Our line of Filigree Souvenir Spoons attendance but the new building is near
and novelties in Filigree Jewelry and completion and will be ready for occupaOnvx Goods are out of sight.
tion in a few weeks. The roof is now
C. M. Xoi.ax, Mgr.,
being put on the new structure and the
Opposite Postollice.
.remainder of the work will occupy but a
II. II. Betts went to Santa Fe last short time.
Sunday morning to attend a meeting of
the board of penitentiary
commisA light snow fell last Sunday evening
sioners.
but
it lasted only a few hours. The
For Sale Ranch.
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on weather so far this month has been more
record ,50 acres tillable, 20 under cultiva- like spring than winter.
tion, well water, houses and corral and
Arthur II. Harllee has been apiointed
all but 5 acres under fence.
Good government land on three sides. Price district attorney for Grant and Sierra
í)00. Inquire at Eaui.k office.
counties by Governor Thornton. Mr.
Thomas Hall was in the city this week Harllee is well known as a careful atfrom his Pine Ciénega ranch. He re- torney and is thoroughly versed in the
ports good feed and plenty of water in law. He will make a reliable and efficient district attorney.
that part of the country.
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I have the exclusive sale of George
Kindel's Comforters, equal to Down and
at one half the cost. Size six by seven
Ü. C. HlXMAX.
flt't,
A. B. Laird went to Santa Fe this
week to make a settlement with the ter-

ritorial treasurer.
Miss Mattie Johnson, who spent, the
holidays in Lordsburg, returned on Sun-

day and has resumed her studies at the
normal school.

ARKET
Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.
Also a full line of FRUIT.

BULLA11D ST., SILVER

Wo solicit your patronage.

CITY, N.

M.
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larly anxious to have the repbulicans down over the republicans in the Catron
organize the house and doubtless feared block and they began to consider terms
were allowed to of surrender. They sent to the house a
if
Uncondltonal Surrender and Evacua- that the democrats
pursue the even tenor of their way he proposition looking toward a settlement
tion of Fort Catron.
would be left in the tureen and might be of the whole affair. They proposed to
obliged to walk back to Kincon without allow the democrats to retain twelve
Un Moncluy the He publiciiim Marched out
seats in the house and to concede ten
even a taste of the pie.
of the Huiiho mid on Friday Marched
to the republicans for the time behouse
the
When Speaker Dame called
Hack Again.
to order on Wednesday morning there ing and with the understanding that
Residents of the ancient have no oc- were 12 democrats present but the re- the republicans should have the seat of
of the democrats seated on contest
casion to complain of the dullness of af- publican member who had signed the one
and
that the determination of the
The
to
did
respond
name.
his
roll
not
fairs during the past week. Even the
case should be left to debate and
Christy
s
sergeant-at-arminstructed
the
speaker
band concerts on the plaza have not
decision of the house.
the
to
to
the
find
Mora
escort
him
and
been missed. The organization of the
This proposition was received by the
legislative assembly has been the all ab- house. There was no dilliculy in locathouse on Thursday and the
democratic
house
of
ollicer
the
the
ing
man
the
hut
sorbing topic of conversation in all cirseek- democrats went into caucus to consider
republican
was
hungry
the
by
met
cles.
From the time the republicans walked ers after clerkships and other ollices and the proposition. After considering the
out of the hall of the house on Monday refused admittance to the presence of matter carefully and counselling with
democratic leaders from different parts
afternoon, headed by W. E. Martin, of Mora. lie returned to the house and
of the territory, the democrats finally
dethen
Dame
and
Speaker
reported
Socorro, and who will be remembered
concluded to stand firm and grant no
as having been a deputy clerk under A. clared that the 13 memlers sworn in by
concessions
whatever to the bolters.
of
constituted
territory
the
L. Christy who was clerk of the court of the secretary
ter- They had organized the house and had
of
the
of
representatives
house
the
the third judicial district, until they
fourteen members duly sworn besides
walked back again on Friday morning, ritory and that seven of these constitutthe republican who was in captivity.
the most intense excitement prevailed in ed a quorum.
In accordance with the decision of the
A committee on privileges and election
the city.
caucus, a proposition was made to the
committee
the
and
was
appointed
then
As soon as Secretary Miller refused to
republicans. The democrats proposed
recognize Mr. Christy, as was stated in reported without any unnecessary delay
to retain 14 seats and give the republiconthe last Ea(ii,k, Mr. Martin, with an air in favor of seating the democratic
cans 9, leaving the Christy case open
districts
ninth
fifth
in
and
the
testants
of righteous indignation, strode out of
to he settled by the house as might be
Luthe hall followed by the 11 republicans and Thomas Leaden and Francisco
deemed
proper. On Friday morning
like a flock of sheep. They held a pow- cero were duly sworn in by the speaker
informed the republicans
Speaker
Dame
representaof
of
house
the
wow at which D. P. Carr olliciatcd as as members
that he would make the above proposiof the territory.
tives
medicine man and Christy posed as marAs soon as the republicans at Fort tion to any of the republican memliers
tyr.
After due deliberation they deelect or to a committee of them and they
cided to organize a republican house and Catron heard that the seats in the house
were not long in accepting the terms otand
filled
democrats
with
intrench themselves within the walls of were being
had hardly lcen
of drawing pay were tered. The house
prospects
their
that
what is now known as Fort Catron in
became possessed called to order on Friday morning when
they
going
glimmering
order that they might keep themselves
W. E. Martin, the man who headed the
aloof from all contaminating inllucuccs. of an uncontrollable desire to get their
procession of republicans out of the
in
order
of
house
roll
the
on
the
This action was quite necessary as the names
to draw the pay of which house, appeared and informed the
them
to
enable
unregenerate democrats had secured the
speaker of the house that the republisignature of one of the republicans, they were in urgent need. They had
cans were willing to accept the terms
of
of the house as a matter
Vidal Mora, to the roll of the house walked out
A recess was taken to await
proposed.
of
all
of
root
but.
love
the
the
while the rest of the bolters were delib principle,
to furnish the coming of the prodigals and they
beginning
already
was
evil
erating on a course, thus giving the
why they should re- lost very little time in getting their
house a membership of 13 legally quali- strong arguments
pent ami return. Desales, one of the names on the roll.
fied members.
had denounced the action of
A committee from the council informed
When it was decided that the republi- eleven who
in refusing to recognize the house that the council was organized
secretary
the
cans should immure themselves in the
as high handed outrage,
and ready for business, that the council
Catron block, Mora was captured and Christy
of a trunkful of bills had recognized the house and that the
himself
taken along in order to prevent the demhe had brought to Santa Fe, and council committee was ready to confer
ocrats in the house from getting a quo- which
his cane uneasily as lie with a committee from the house as to
twirled
he
rum for the transaction of business.
of the possibility of his having the time br the reception of the governthought
Like monks retreating to their cells in a
to his constituents without or's message. The house committee had
monastery, the republican minority re- to return
the opportunity of emblaz- already been appointed but Representahad
having
treated to the rooms in the Catron block
name among the illustrious tive Carr appeared to be desirous of aphis
oning
and, in order to prevent any possible
ot New Mexico.
pearing before the governor and moved
contact with the wicked democrats, statesmen
It soon became apparent that the gar- that two of the minority lie added to
placed Capt. John 1 Ilyland, who is the
tothe committee. This motion was not
editor of the Kincon Shaft and the only rison in the fort could not be held
carried
but Representative Ilinkle reof
length
considerable
ardent advocate of spelling reform in gether for any
time, notwithstanding the pleadings of signed from the original committee and
New Mexico, armed to the teeth,
the applicants for clerkships who were Carr was appointed in his place.
them and the cold, cold world.
House resolution No. 2 was then inIlyland journeyed ta Santa Fe for the strenuously opposed to the capitulation
of
the
aware
were
troduced by Representative Ilinkle.
purpose of getting himself elected to of the forces. They
would
ruin
surrender
such
resolution provides that it will
This
a
fact
that
some lucrative clerkship as a reward for
when
the
otlice,
for
but
the unanimous consent of the
require
chances
their
his journalistic services in crushing the
house to open or discuss or decide upon
democratic party in New Mexico in the house elected its clerks and other
settle
to
began
of
despair
a feeling
contests for seats in the house and unan- late campaign. He seemed tobe particu
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inious consent of the house to open or
discuss or decide upon contests for seats
in the house and unanimous consent to
unseat any of the members of the house.
The resolution was unanimously adopted
and a motion for its reconsideration was
laid on the table. This effectually disposes of contests in the house and left
the only case to be decided on that of
Mr. Christy. This case was put into the
hands of a committee .consisting of
Ilinkle, Pino, Laconic, Carr and Martin
to investigate.
The legislature had a joint session on
Saturday forenoon to Halen to the reading of the governor's message which
was listened to by a number of visitors.
In the afternoon the committee appointed by the speaker of the house to investigate the Christy case commenced its
work. The following standing committees were appointed by the president of
the council :
Judiciary. J. P. Victory, AW B. Bunker, George AW Miles, J. Francisco
Chavez, Pedro Perca.
Finance. M. F. Desmuráis, Agapito
Abeyta, George AW Miles, W. C. Iladlcy,
Nicholas Galles.
Railroads. Mariano Larragoite,AV. P.
Bunker, Ccsario Garcia, J. Francisco
Chavez, Nicholas Calles.
County and County Lines. AV. B.
Bunker, Agapito Apavta, J. Francisco
Chavez.
Capitol. Cesarlo Garcia, J. P. Victory, Pedro IVrea.
Privileges and Elections. M. F. Destilarais, Ccsario Garcia, J. P. Victory, J.
Francisco Chavez, Nicholas Galles.
Education. George AV. Miles, AW P..
Bunker, Mariano Larragoite, AY. C.IIad-ley- ,
J Francisco Chavez.
Militia. Ccsario Garcia, George AV.
Miles, AV. C. Iladlcy.
Boads and Highways. Agapito Abeyta, M. F. Desloarais, Pedro Perea.
Public Printing. AV. B. Bunker, J. P.
Victory, Cesario Garcia.
Public Institutions.,!. P. Victory.AV.
B. Bunker, Mariano Larragoite, J. Francisco Chavez, Pedro Perea.
Municipal and Private Corporations.
Agapito Abeyta, M. F. Desloarais, AV. C.
Iladlcy.
Enrolled and Engrossed Bills. George
AV. Miles, AV. H. Hunker, AV. C. Iladlcy.
Mines and Public Lands. Nicholas
Guiles, V. C. Iladlcy, Agipito Abeyta.
Agriculture and Manufactures. Desa-ri- o
(Jarcia, Mariano Larragoite, AV. C.
Iladlcy.
Library. J. Francisco Chavez, Nicholas Galles, Agapito Abeyta.
Public Property. J. P, Victory, Mariano Larragoite, Nicholas Guiles.
Irrigation. Mariano Larragoite.Pedro
Perea, George AV. Miles.
Internal Improvement.
Miles, Agapito Abeyta,

AV.

George AV.
C. Hadlev.
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Territorial Affairs. AV. B. Bunker,
Cesario Garcia and Pedro Perca.
On Monday afternoon the chairman of
the committee on privileges and elections of the council reported in the case
of the contest between Miles and Ancheta in favor of seating Ancheta. The
report was unanimously adopted and
Ancheta was sworn in as a member of
the council. A resolution was then
passed to the effect that no more contests would be considered by the council. The reconsideration of this motion
was then moved and the motion laid
upon the table. This action disposes of
all the contest cases before the legislature as the house had previously adopted a similar motion.
At 3 p. in. Gov. Thornton sent to the
council the following executive nominations:
Solicitor general of the territory, John
P. Victory, of Santa Fe.
IMSTHKT

ATTOItXKYS.

For the counties of Grant and Sierra,
Mr. Arthur II. Harllee, of Silver City.
For the counties of Lincoln, Chavez,
and Eddy, Mr. John Franklin of Eddy.
For the county of Dona Ana, Air. B.
L. Young, of Las Cruces.
For the counties of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba and San Juan, Mr. J. H. Crist, of
Santa Fe.
For the counties of Bernalillo and Asi
lencia, Mr. Thomas J. AVilkerson, of Al- nuquerque.
For the county of Socorro, Mr. If. M.
Dougherty.
For territorian librarian, Jose Segura.
The council went into executive session and all of the nominations were
confirmed except thoseof AVilkinson and
Young and these were referred to a committee.
The quarters which were provided by
the territorial secretary for the house
were not satisfactory and a committee
was appointed to secure a suitable location.
Booms in the Delgado block were finally accepted and the sessions will hereafter be held (here.
The committee which was appointed
to look into the case of Mr. Christy who
was not recognized by the secretary at
the opening of the legislature found that
Mr. Christv was entitled to a seat so
that the political status of the legislature
is finally settled. There are 21 democrats and ló republicans ; a democratic
majority on joint, ballot of ft. The house
stands 14 democrats and 10 republicans
and the council stands 7 democrats and
5 republicans.

No Curds..

There was quite a romant ic wedding in
this city last Monday. For some time
four persons have lived in peace and
harmony on a ranch above this city.
They were a man and his wife, a niece
of the woman and a young man. Recently the young man decided that his
future happiness depended upon his getting the young woman fot better or
worse but the old man objected and
followed,
The
some unpleasantness
young man left the ranch and the old
man obtained a warrant for his arrest.
The deputy sheriff after a long and
weary ride, found the man he was looking for and brought him before Justice
Givens last Monday. The young lady
was there as a witness in the case, but.
when everything was readv.for the trial
the old man relented and Judge Givens,
instead of hearing the case and sentencing the young man to durance vile,
made the young folks one in the most
approved style except that in the confusion he forgot to kiss the bride.
Buy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
and magazines at Nolan's News Depot.
The delivery of the telephone poles for
the line between this place and Mogollón has commenced.
Dr. AV. T. AVilliams was elected county
physician at the meeting of the board (if
county commissioners yesterday.
Hay and grain thieves are operating in
this city. One night last week B. T.
Link's stable was visited by them ami
two bales of hay and two or three
sacks of grain taken. The pilferer, a
Mexican, was exceedingly hold as
the stable is so close to the duelling that
the slightest noise could have been heard
by members of the family had they been
awake.

Tiie Silver City

Drives in DBY GOODS and
CLOTHING!
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS ami CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASS-AVAR- E
and CROCKERY.
AVe sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASIL

B. BORENSTEN.

L.

J. SMITH,

General Repair Shop.
Bicycles, (iuns anil Revolvers
Promptly Uepaired.

Ilutes lícnsonahle.
Broadway, opposite, Broadway Hot ft.
G. McAfee is United States deputy
marshal for this section.
niMsoliiUnii Nollro.
"The Sin of AVorrying," will be the THIS XSTKI'.M KNT, MA UK THIS THE
Tlh
day
of January, isitt. Wltnesselh:
subject of next Sunday morning's dis- I lint t lio
copartnership heretofore cxislini;
course, bv Bev. Edwaril S. Cross, of the l"',,w.7',',1,, Vl,'!,"r,
t'ullifisim. Baxter Bishop
Episcopal church. All arc cordially in- and W illiam h l.oivnz, is hctvliy. as ti the
Bishop,
said
ltaxtcr
dissolved, tí consideravited.
tion of lie niiirliase ly said Victor Cnlher-so- n
V.
and
llllain
I.orcnz
of all the rlitlit
AVe can give vou inside prices on all
title, claim and Interest of tin- said Baxter
imblications. Call and leave your sub- ltlslio)lnandto the properly
and r'urhts of
scriptions. Nolans, opposite postodice. the salil copa rtnershl). the sainelieliiit
known
as the I. . Cattle Company. In witness
The search for Fred Hrandis, the boy whereof the said parlies have
hereunto set,
who was reported lost in this paper last their hands the day and dale ahove written.
William I'. ,ohi:n
week, has been abandoned. The boy is
Haxtkh Itisuoe,
undoubtedly dead.
AV.

1

I

I
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tory of New Mexico, shall administer to opinion.
him the oath of ollice as a member elect
of the house under the provisions of the

Yours respectfully,
J. IT. Citisr, Dist, Atty.,
II. L. Wabkex,

C. II. Gii.nuusi.KHVK.
Miller Backed up by the Organic Act.
Ky the act of the legislative assembly
I think that upon the objections to the
Statutes.
approved January 4, WX), it is provided eligibility of the claimant above set forth
that "no person who is a holder or re- being made, the secretary is fully justiOpinions of Four I'riiiulni'iit Attorney In ceiver of any public moneys of this terri- fied in refusing to administer the oath to
Kefercnce to ChrUty'H Indetory, or of liny county thereof, shall be the claimant and leaving the question to
libility to Ollice.
eligible to any public odice in this terri- be settled by the house after its complete
tory, or any "county thereof, until the organization. See McCrearv" on elections.
same is accounted for and paid into the Sec. 222.
liespectt'ullv,
Last week the New Mexican printed treasury, ami such public ollieers, in adW.N.Cui Limits.
tin; following in reference to the refusal dition to the oath of ollice already preof Secretary Miller to administer the scribed, shall make oath that he is not Stump Albums May no Longer bo
the holder of any public moneys due to
oath of o Hice to A. L. Christy:
The recent opinion of the solicitor of
this territory or any county thereof,
In view of" the dastardly aef'of which which is unaccounted for; ami all hold-der- the treasury to the effect that it is uncollectors or receivers of any pub- lawful to have in possession or to use
Secretary Miller, according to the Albuquerque Citizen, was guilty in the organ- lic moneys of this territory, or any coun plates for the printing of postage stamps
ization of the legislature, it will he inter- ty thereof, who have refused when called
in the similitude of those issued by foresting to note that in swearing in that upon or failed after reasonable opportueign
governments will be acted upon at
body Secretary Miller was consistently nity, to account for and pay over such
guided by the certificates of election pre- public, moneys to the proper ollicer, shall once. No more
stamp albums
sented to him. As under the law this is lie held and' deemed ineligible to hold of these kinds will be allowed to be
the proper means of testing the election any civil ollice in this territory or any printed. The cuts from which these are
of those applying to take the oath ami as county 'thereof."
will be seized. It is an astonishit has been consistently the practice of
It is being shown to you by the official printed
honest republican secretaries in the past certificate of the clerk of the'ürd judicial ing fact that the penalty imposed by law
to judge of the qualifications of members district of this territory attested by the for the counterfeiting of foreign stamps
elect by certificates, it will be seen by the seal of the district court for that district is
much more severe than for counterand republi- that the said Albert L. Christy was inAlbuquerque Citizen
I'nited States stamps. In the
feiting
they have dicted in that court on October 18, 1H0Ü,
in general that
cans
little cause for complaint in the pres- and charged with having received by case of foreign stamps the penalty is
The only exception virtue of his ollice as clerk of the before not less than two or more than ten
ent juncture.
made by Secretary Miller and the mentioned district court certain moneys years' imprisonment, while for the
one that seems to be the special thorn in due and owing to the territory of New counterfeiting of United States stamps
the republicans' liesh was when Secretary Mexico, and with having nnlawfully the penalty is a line of not more than
Miller declined to swear in A.L.Christv, converted the same to his own use, and f."00 or not more than live years' impristhe representative who held a cerlilicate, with wiltul neglect and retusal to pay onment, or both. The i'nited States
on the ground that he was prima facie over the same or any part mercoi, ac- court might impose a line of $1 or one
inteligible by reason of his being the cording to law; and it further appearing day's imprisonment for violation of our
holder of territorial and county funds not by like ollicial certificate of said clerk own law, while the minimum penally
accounted for or paid into the treasury of that said money in said indictment men- - as to foreiun stamps is two years' im- the territory. That this was true was Honed has not nor has any part thereof ' prisonmeui
shown to the secretary by certilied cop- been pawl over or accounted lor ny sain
ies of
Christy, the question is presented The St, Louis Republic Free.
FOl'SI)
TWO INDKTMUSTS
whether under such facts, you will be
as secretary to ad- - Kperlul Offer to Headers at Tills I'll per.
or required ...
in Sierra countv, in which Albert L. Jinstilled
.
I.
.1
t ..(!.....
Christy is charged with having kept back minister to nun me onto oi onice.
act of A GREAT METROPOLITAN PAPER
mentioned
above
of
the
Cndcr
clerk
him
as
the :rd
funds received by
ala
person,
1SÍCI,
certainly
4,
judicial district of New Mexico. These January
is i.xDisi'ESSAiu.K .voir.
indictments were found on November 10, though holding a certificate of election,
ST. UU'IS
THE
IHltli.
Accompanying the certified copies who is expressly declared to be ineligible
will lie sent I'KI'.I'. I'OKOXK VI'.AIi
is a certificate from L. W. Lenoir, the to the ollice, rail not be deemed a "memsciidiiii.'. before January III.
any
to
pcrsim
present clerk of that judicial district, ber elect" of the house within the mean- IMI.". a rlub of three XKW yearly subscribers,
dated IVcember 21, 18ÍI4, at Las Cruces, ing of the section of the Organic Act with i to pay for the same.
Already the chin are irnllierliiK fur the
ami signed by his deputy,. lohn 1'. Casey, under which you are called upon to act ; fray
in ImiiI. and lS'.i.") will I' full nf Interest ihir
in which it is stated: ''I, L. W. Lenoir, and while there has been no conviction events. The skirmish lines will lie thrown
of
clerk of the court within and for the dis- upon the indictment in question, and mil. the iniiiieiiveriinr (lone and the plans nf
arranged for lie ureal Cuntes!
trict and territory aforesaid, do hereby there are no means provided for by the eampaiun
ait.
further certify that the amounts as act to satisfy you as to the guilt ot the The ivmalulni.' short session of the Demo
to lie loitowrii suciniy ny it
charged to have been embezzled by the party charged, yet we are of the opinion cratic Cininress.
( nnurcss Willi II licmorrat
ill Ule
said A. L. Christy in said indictments thaúsuch showing as will satisfy you lirpublicaii
Presidential chair will he productive of
that the person charged comes within events of Incalculable interest.
have not been paid."
of the act in question, is suffIn furl, more political history will be conWith these facts before him Secretary the terms
since
in refilling to admin- structed durinx IS'.ii than In any year
Miller submitted the case to four compe- icient to justify you
the riiiimlation nf the pivernineiit. and a man
tiie oatli of ollice.
him
to
HUe a useless
ister
lie
will
newspaper
a
without
from
received
and
lawyers
tent and able
of public opinion.
The house is the judge of the election lump In the movements
them the following opinion :
lie
Vim can ire three new subscribers for
members,
of
own
Kemem-be- r
its
and qualification
Kepuhlic by a few minutes' effort
)
Santa Fi:, Nhw Mhxico,
paper
upon
you
In Tlie'ltepulillr subscribers cel.
but the act of congress imposes
December 2!), 81)4. )
for lie price of n weekly-onl- y
k
as secretary an independent duty, for
year. Try It. AT OXt.'K. and see how
l.ll
linn, l.oi ion Milln; SrcirlM H nf the Tfi- -i the faithful performance of which you easilya 'it ran be done. If you wish a parkier
know-ingl- v
of sample copies, wilie for tliein. DM out
iinil nf .Wit' Me.iiri), Siuiln I'f, Si'ir are responsible, and if you should
as this advertisement and semi Willi your order.
person
oath
toa
the
Merit'".
administer
A(UTHE ST. LOUIS HEPUBLIC,
Pear Sir In response to your request a "member elect" of the house in the
St. Louis, Mo.
for an opinion upon examination of the face of ollicial knowledge that he was
would,
you
member,
such
as
foleligible
not
the
we
submit
law upon the subject,
FLEMING CA1TLE CO.
in your opinion, be miilty of a breach of
lowing :
ollicial
duty.
The fact that Albert L. Christy is the your
liange :
Such refusal upon your part will leave
I'leming and
holder of a cerlilicate of election from
viciiiitv.
the board of- county commissioners of open to Mr. Christy his legal remedy
question
the
Dona Ana county, as a member of the among which proceeding
l'ostoHicc :
house of representatives, and you are would be subject to judicial determinaSilver Cilv,
apprised that upon the convening of tion, and this we would strongly advise
N! M.
the legislative assembly on the "lst as we are not aware of any precedent
inst., he will present himself ami de- precisely in point, although we areoffirmthis
mand that vou, as secretary of the terri ly impressed with the correctness
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Cnmllilntes' Announcement).
FOIt CONSTAIII.B.

hereby announce myself as a candidate
for the office of Constable of Precinct No. 8,
at the coming precinct election.
T

Silver City, N.

Auki, R. THtkan,

M., Dec. 21.

FOR JUSTICE OF THE PEACE.

I hereby announce myself as a candidate
ror ine oince or justice or the l'eace of I're
clnct No. 3. at the coming Precinct election.

Isaac Oivens.

JANUARY 9, 1895.

8ion of the territory, New Mexico would
certainly come in as a democratic state.
There are a number of demócrata of
ability in the legislature now in session
and we believe that their actions will be
governed by a sincere desire to pass laws
which will be of benefit to the whole
territory. A great responsibility rests
democrats in the
upon the twenty-on- e
territorial legislature. The future of the
democratic party of New Mexico is in
their hands and the eyes of a hundred
and seventy thousand people are upon
them. Should they bo guided by the

great principles
all will be well.

of

school boy who comes out of a little altercation with both eyes in mourning,
but it isn't making faces at the other
fellow and saying " 'Twasn't fair," like
some of the other republican papers in
New Mexico are doing. It submits
gracefully in this wise :
The Optic is really uneasy for the
Citizen, of Albuquerque. The loss of

the democratic party

PEN ITEN TIA 11 Y UK PORT.
The biennial report of the board of
commissioners anil the superintendent
of the New Mexico penitentiary for the
two years ending November 30th, 1894,
has been received.
The report shows that the cost of
maintaining the prisoners in the penitentiary has been reduced to such a low
figure that the maintenance of the peni
tentiary is no longer a serious burden on
the taxpayers of the territory. The av
erage cost of feeding prisoners in the
penitentiary during the year ending
cents
November 30lh, was about
per man per day, or about a cent a day
less than the cost of feeding prisoners
during the previous year.
Valuable improvements have lieen
made on the penitentiary grounds during
the two years covered by the report, and
among these may lie mentioned a wall
around the grounds which has been constructed by convict labor.
Taking the value of the improvements
into consideration, the penitentiary lias
not only been self supporting during the
past year, but there is a small balance of
profit.
The superintendent recommends the
appropriation of a sufficient amount of
money by the legislature to provide
machinery for the manufacture of vari
ous articles and a plant for the manufac
ture of morocco.
At the time the report was made there
were 142 convicts in the institution, of
which number 29 were from this county.
San Miguel is the only county which has
a larger number of convicts in the penitentiary than Grant and there are three
counties which have no convicts there.
These counties are Guadalupe, Union
and Valencia.
On the whole the report shows that
the penitentiary is in a very good condi
tion and that it will not be dilhcult to
maintain the institution on a practically
basis.
.

.1 (1 UK AT OPPORTUNITY.
For the first time in more than thirty
years the democrats arc in possession of
the executive, legislative and judiciary
departments of the territorial govern
nient of New Mexico.
There is nothing to hinder concerted
action on the part of the democrats and
this legislature ought to prove by its
acts that the democratic party of New
Mexico is worthy of the trust which has
lieen delegated to it by the people. The
party now has an opportunity to perpet
uate itself in New Mexico. It can do
this or it can bring itself into disrepute
and it all depends upon the action of the
legislature within the next two months.
Should the actions of the legislature
lie governed by wise counsels and the
time of the session be occupied in the
consideration and passage of laws for the
benefit of the territory and not for the
benefit of certain rings and cliques, the
party will lie strengthened, but if the
democrats lend their aiil to the rings and
allow corrupt politicians to direct their
actions as some of the legislatures have
been directed in years past in this terri
tory, the party will deserve defeat at the
polls at the next election.
It is a well known fact that some of
the legislatures in years past have been
notoriously corrupt and none have been
more so than when the republicans were
in control of all the branches of the ter
ritorial government.
If the democrats can show by their ac
ORA CE FULL Y S UBMITS.
tions during the next two months that
the government of the territory is safe
The Las Vegas Optic takes a very senin their hands and congress should see sible view of the legislative situation.
fit to pass an enabling act for the admis
o doubt, the uptic teels some like a

the prospect

of

being public printer,

seems to have gone to the brain, and
unless speedy relief is obtained, fatal

apoplexy may result. But laying every
thing aside the Uptic does not see any
ground for the Citizen's hysterics. As a
republican paper the Uptic wishes the
republican party could have organized
the legislature. We had some irons to
heat, which the democrats' success now
renders impossible; but we are not going
into lunacy about it.
The fact is that the democrats had a
good opportunity to capture the legislature an exceedingly good opportunity
and they used it, just as the republicans
would have done had the tables been
turned, and just as the republicans had
captured several previous legislatures.
Such things ought not to be, but they
are so, from the United States congress
down to the most insignificant territorial
legislature. The democrats now have
their opportunity. Let us submit gracefully, knowing that there is little doubt
that affairs will come our way next time.
All the lieeling and abusing which the
Citizen may engage in for the next two
years cannot undo what has been done,
or change the fact that in endeavoring
to secure the legislative persimmon, the
democratic territorial administration
had the longest pole.
AS RELIABLE
AS USUAL.
Last Friday the Enterprise modestly
puffed itself as follows;
The Silver City Enterprise is the only
newspaper in Grant county that keeps a
special telegraphic correspondent at
Santa Fe, during these exciting times.
On Monday afternoon the Enterprise issued extras every hour and distributed
them throughout the city free of chame.
The Enterprise as usual is in the
lead with the news, which it furnishes to its patrons several hours, and
frequently days in advance of the other
papers in the county.
In the same issue it printed the following item of news which would have
been important, if true:
Special to The Enterprise:
Santa Vk, Jan. 3, 7:15 p. 111. House
will be organized tomorrow with 13 democrats and 11 republicans.
Christy
speaker.
Next Friday, if the Enterprise hears
of it in time, it will state that the house
was organized last Friday witli 14 democrats and 9 republicans and that the
democratic speaker, Mr. Dame, appointed a committee of five to look into Mr.
Christy's case to determine whether he
should be allowed a seat in the house at
all.
The Enterprise should see that its
Santa Fe correspondent takes the
gold cure and discontinue the publication of extras which mislead its readers.
Meanwhile the people of Grant county
will read Thk Eaoi.k to get accurate and
reliable news.
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THE GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.
Governor Thornton's message is a
clear cut statement of the condition of
affairs in this territory at this time, together with some very sensible suggestions as to the action of the legislature
now in session.
The members of the legislature will do
well if they accept the suggestions made
by the governor and act on them without, delay. Should our legislators do
this, they will earn the commendations
of their constituents and discharge their
duties as legislators in a very satisfactory manner to the great majority of the
taxpayers of New Mexico.
The governor sees the needs of the territory and explains them in detail to the
legislature in as able a message as has
been written by any governor of the territory for many years. If the policy
laid down in this message be followed
by the democrats in the legislature there
need be no fear as to the future of the
democratic party in New Mexico.
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DEMING HAPPENINGS.
A

$2,000

Fire in
House.

a

Clothing

9

been visiting relatives here, returned
home Sunday.

R. P. Barnes, the popular Silver City
legal light, was down here during the
week.

C. II. Dane is apparently enjoying life
at the pen in Santa Fe. Persons who
have visited him recently say lie never
looked better in his life. Mr. Dane is
said to speak cheerfully of the future and
Dkmiso, Jan. 8. Much interest is is anxious for his release in order that
being manifested here in the coming he may return and begin life anew, delocal election. The candidates for jus- claring that he will show his enemies
tice of the peace are Edward Penningthat he is an honest man and a good citton, formerly editor of the Headlight, izen.
the present officer (L. I. Marshall),
The sanitarium project is going forFrank Preusser and John B. Hodgdon. ward nicely. Dr. Swope, who is now in
For constable, John Phillips and Newt the east, is meeting with great
success in
Keith are out. All the candidates are interesting physicians in the enterprise.
working like beavers and the contest re The indications are that the building
minds one of the days before the 6th of will be erected at the foot of the Florida
November.
Mountains, near Byron's ranch. A
Penman Thompson's well known suc lieautiful location, by the way.
cess, "The Old Homestead," will be
There are several democrats here who
given here on the 16th by Mr. and Mrs. would like to be deputy under Sheriff
Willis Akers, assisted by the best of Shannon. Perhaps the editor of Tiik,
local talent and the chances are that Eaoi.u can relieve their suspense.
Silver City will be visited during the
S. M. Ashenl'elter has formed a law
same week by the company.
partnership with C.J. Mulvane.
Judge Boone, who is a candidate for
the Juarez consulate, is receiving such
The interest in the services at the
strong support that his friends here feel Methodist church has been heightened
confident of his success.
by the introduction of several new feaof
Over 10,000 head
Mexican cattle tures in the order of service. Rev.
have been shipped from Deming since Fitch lielieves that the long standing
the new tariff went into effect, several institutions and methods of the church
thousand going out last week. More should be supplemented and strengthshipments are booked for this week, ened by new ones adapted to the practibeing principally stock of the Corralitas cal exemplification of Christianity in the
affairs of this world, and he has there- company.
G. N. Pettey's furnishing store was fore prepared a plan of church work, of
gutted by lire and water last "Wednesday which the new order of service is a part,
night, sustaining damage to the amount which he proposes to follow as far a.
of over $2,000. The noble work of the it may be acceptable and useful to the
fire boys alone prevented the entire west members of his congregation and the
Among the most
side of gold avenue burning which public generally.
Mr. Fitch has infeatures
that
pleasing
would have swept away the business
is the music by the choir and
troduced
of
of
The
origin
town.
the
the
portion
The ladies and gentlemen
fire is a mystery, but is supposed to have orchestra.
organizations are cercomposing
these
Ik'ch caused by mice nibbling matches.
tainly to be com mended for t heir serWillard Spenser's new success, "The vices in the good cause; they are proPrincess Bonnie, " will be put on the gressing rapidly in the divine art.
boards by local talent. The opera is
Born, to the wife of John Kilburn of
said to lw an exceptionally catchy one.
this city, on Wednesday, January 2, ISO"),
C. 15. Morrill, of Silver City, w ho has a son.

Large Shipment of Mcxlntn Cnttle From
DemliiK Since the New TiirllT Law
.
Went Into KfTi'ct.

Tim first mistake made by the' present
legislature was in following in the footsteps of the republican legislature in the
employment of a number of useless
clerks. Economy is one of the watchwords of democracy.
Instead of following republican precedents, the democrats
should have cut down the expenses of
the legislature very materially. The
services of about fifty of the employes of
the legislature could bo dispensed with
without any detriment to the dispatch of
business before the two houses. Two
years ago the democratic legislature of
Arizona demonstrated the fact that only
a few clerks were needed by a territorial
legislature and the democrats of NewMexico ought to have followed this ex
ample instead of following in the foot
steps of the republicans of New Mexico
who are responsible for more than
s
of the entire territorial indebted
ness.
-

four-fifth-

Juihih Fall has returned from Wash
ington where he went recently to clear
up the charges which were made against
him by some of his political enemies at
Las Cruces. The charges have been dis
missed and the judge is vindicated.
Tun senate has 4ó days in which to
pass the bill for the admission of New
Mexico into the union. The time is get-

The

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

ting short.
"W. F. Lorenz 1ms obtained from S. B.
Gillett the agency of the Royal, London
& Lancashire and Manchester lire insurance companies for this city.

MUSICCO.
EL PASO, TEXAS,
II!) Sun FutiH'ixco

SI.

Aumii'Knqi'E,
ill):!

.V.

.1.,

Jin il rami Aiemir.

The new board of county commissioners met on Monday and it is still in sesSell reliable goods on easv monthly payments.
sion. There win considerble routine
Can refer to many famines with whom they have dealt.
business before the board to be disposed
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
"Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, 7Wni
of.
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AN ERA OF TRUSTS.
The Gold Combination Towers Above
Them All.
Ih Likely to Hiiji-If tho Brakes
Are Not Applied bikI the Government KeturiiH to the Bi-

What

metallic Standard.
A writer to the Denver News says this
is the era of trusts. And singular to relate, the greater the howl against trusts
t he more this rump eongress is seeking to
ereate trusts. The howl against the sugar

trust has mysteriously subsided ;whether
owing to a liberal distribution of sugar
plums or not, deponent is unable to say.
John Sherman dug a pit for poor old
(trover and put him "in the cold, cold
ground" when he urged the democracy
and secretly counselled the republicans
to vote for the repeal of the Sherman act.
This Machiavelli of finance laughed in
his sleeve, for he well knew that repeal
would cause such discontent and increase
the money famine to such an extent that
the people, rattled by misfortune, would
run from the democratic to the republi
can pastures. Hut the country has not
irotten rid of John Sherman. Ah, no!
The "line Italian" and malignant hand
is yet seen in the financial drama, a sort
of phantom hand. Carlisle is struggling
in vain to carry out the provisions of John
Sherman's resumption act, but has suddenly discovered there is not gold enough
to go around, and that the London gold
trust and their Wall street agents are
still sailing under the black flag with
the three mystic and sinister balls.
The corner in gold is gaining in sinister
power all the time. In short, Groverand
the gold trust having aided John in destroying the system of linance established
by the fathers of the republic and the
constitution, are now attempting to create one of their own strange fatuity. This
attempt is a direct admission that the
single gold basis is a failure, for Carlisle's
plan is to bank withoutgold reserves and
yet to maintain gold prices. Thegoldbugs
are bound to have gold prices, even if
they cannot ride the hobby of gold payments. Carlisle wants the rich banks to
guarantee the notes of the poor ones a
piece of unheard-o- f
generosity on the
part of tho benevolent financiers of the
big hanks. Carlisle's plan isjo establish
a bank trust, which, as General Weaver
so ably states, shall take the power away
from congress under the constitution to
coin money and to control the volume of
currency. This is trust No. 1. Hut let
us add that in order to make the currens
cy "elastic" as possible, and the
admit that we need an "clastic
currency," Mr. Carlisle ought to bring
the , 'rubber trust" into the combina
tion. Trust No. 2 is the railroad coinbi
nation, which is a scheme for the big
gold-bug-
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roads to pool their issues and dismantle
the weak ones. The railroad trust has
one defect, however, and that is the
roads in bankruptcy can afford to cut
rates and stand lawsuits ad infinitum,
while the big roads which are yet paying fixed charges and dividends can sue
and he darned. The gold trust, however, towers above them all. The "cunning little three card monte game proceeds apace. The greedy hankers who
wish to make another million or two by
a new issue of bonds are withdrawing
gold from the treasury for legáis, and
the London gold trust is draining gold
again from this country.
This means more and more contraction and lower prices still, till something
snaps. The "strain" on gold after
awhile will become too great.
The
trusts will, in their avarice for avarice
is the blindest of all the passions go too
far. Another gold scare is coming, "We
hear people daily say they are putting
away a little gold in the safe deposits.
Let this hoarding become general and
the gold in the treasury will disappear
like a Hash. The people here in the
east have been taught anil are taught
daily to believe in nothing but gold and
tne gomen can. i'jverytmng must pass
through the gold crucible and be reduced
to gold or gold value. When the people
realize the scarcity of gold and the greed
the gold trust, they will want a linger
in the pie of little Jack Horner, Roths
child and the London gang. Thus the
country is bound, sooner or later, to
come to silver payments, and then a tre
mendous rebound will come fnm the
present depression. Carlisle sees it and
has a quack remedy. The financial doctrinarles of the street are preparing for
it. John Sherman's scheme of redemption is a failure.
Vik'Iu Siiiii'h I'nearned

Inronie.

Recently the assistant treasurer of the
United States at New York city has
turned into the postollice department
fund the sum of $1, 00,000, which has
been accumulating in the
during the last Ü0 years from the funds
paid to the money order post offices for
remittances which have .never been
claimed. Old money orders are presented at the postollice department almost
every day, but the amount of the unpaid money order fund increases constantly, and there is no likelihood that
any part of the $1, .",00,000 will be claimed
by its owners. In fact, every year from
f0,000 to $100,000 is added to "the fund,
which represents carelessness or neglect.
This is only one source of unearned
income which the government lias. The
postollice department furnishes another
in the stamps which are destroyed from
year to year without cancellation or are
bought by collectors.
The value of

a

stamp

is

represented in

the service which it will never be called
So common a source of into perforin.
of stamps to collectors,
sale
is
the
come
some small governsaid
that
is
it
that
ments have issued stamps intended
mainly as a source of income. Many
Central American republics issue stamps
of new designs every year. The republic
of Liberia, it is said, issues stamps more
for an income to be derived from sales to
stamp collectors than for postal purposes.

The treasury depaitment has a large
source of income in the issue of bonds
and bank notes. There is no doubt that
of the $50,000,000 worth of bonds just issued some proportion will never be presented. There is more than $1,000,000
in the treasury today due to holders of
government bonds. There are millions
of dollars of United States notes marked
on the treasurer's books as not redeemed
which will never be presented. Most of
th in money has been destroyed. Occasionally some oi it appears and is presented for redemption, but each year the
fund grows larger.
As to the amount represented in unpaid claims or supplies, that is something which could hardly be computed.
It often takes a lifetime of not only the
claimant, but. the generation coming
after him, to reach a settlement with
eek-o- f
s
tl,e "'latory congress.-liar- per
'.Vl

How the "400" Spend ChrlKtmiiH.
Ward McAllister, the leader of the
"100," when asked how the "400"
spend Christmas, said :
"Christmas is not the event it was
Mod- 2ó years ago. It's changed now.
ern society people don't have a big dinnerplum pudding ami all that sort of
thing. D'ye understand? No gathering
of the families around Christmas tables.
After all the gaiety inaugurated by the
Patriarchs ball society needs a rest.
D'ye see? They go out of town to
Lenox, Hempstead and Tuxedo. Inv.ite
Mia few friends, but no big dinners.
llionaires give handsome presents to
members of their families, that's all.
D'ye see? Christmas week is now more
aAvcek of festival. No balls are given.
No dancing of any kind. D'ye understand? No calls exchanged. Modern
society people don't like to be disturbed
during holiday week. D'ye see? Strictly a week of ret. Form plans of the
coming year and receptions. D'ye see?
No demonstration of any kind. D'ye
understand? Of course they will give
their children presents, but that's all.
Very trying and annoying, all the old
customs, you understand. It's going to
be a week of rest and quiet. D'ye see?
Nothing will be made of Christmas, except in a religious way. D'ye underNo old time doings on New
stand?
Year's day; all very tirewme, and all
that sort of thing, you know; especially
after all the social events leading up to
Christmas. D'ye understand?" Chicago Times.
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STILL STANDING.
The House In Which Washington
Wrote His Farewell Address.
Home

Interesting Facts Almnt the

nis-tor-

lo

Structure Onco Occupied by

the First Premloiit of the
United States.

The state of New Jersey, as every
schoolboy knows, was the scene of
many stirring events during the revolution, an 1 almost every city, town and
hamlet lias, or claims to have, a landmark of which its inhabitants are very
proud and delight to point out to visitors. As in many other parts of the
country, however, some of these monuments, which should have the greatest
claim on the American people from a
historical point of view, have been neglected, apparently forgotten and allowed to go to decay and ruin. One of
these is the old Uerrian house at liocky
Hill. It was in this house that Washington resided for many months, and
among other acts wrote his farewell
address to the continental urmy. The
house, says the New York Tribune, is
an
structure, with large,
square rooms and low ceilings to retain the heat from the hickory and
oak logs burned in the big, open fireplaces. At t'.ie time that Gen. Washington occupied- - tho house it was the
homestead of the family of Judge John
Uerrian, one of the oldest families in the
state, which at that time owned vast
tracts of land, obtained by grants from
tho crown. Judge Uerrian, When the
clash came, remained loyal to the
American cause, and his house became
a refuge for Gen. Washington on more
than one ocea ion. The old Uerrian
mnnsion i i located about a quarter of a
mile from the village, on a steep bluff
overlooking t'.ie Mill .tone river. The
little village of Uoeky Hill is about six
miles from Princeton as the crow Hies.
Olí the old post road and located in
among the densely wooded hills of
Somerset county it was unknown to
Cornwallis or his soldiers, and after the
battles of Trenton and Princeton was
just the place for Washington and his
handful of continentals to retire to for
rest and refuge.
Washington afterward returned nt
different period:! to Kocky Hill during
the progress of the war, but the longest
time he resided in the Uerrian house
was from June, 1783, to the following
November. This was just after congress had adjourned at Trenton to meet
at Princeton i:i the old college buildings, and here Washington was summoned to meet them. Accompanied by
Mrs. Washington nnd a part of his military family, Washington took up his
residence i;i the old iierrianhouse. The
general and his staff rode daily over
tho seven miles of road to 1'rineeton,
where congress was in session. Gen.
Washington evidently found life exceedingly restful and pleasant in the
Uerrian house, and found time to indulge in the simple social recreations
of the neighborhood. Among the people he calle 1 upon was the family ( f
,i..h:i V- -: !! ::;. a wer.U': ; f.:r:.i.v.

.lAM'AlíV

,

with whom was staying at the time the
noted painter, John Dunlap. The latter, in his reminiscences of Washington, mentions the agreeable surprise
among the people over the pleasant
discovery that tho great general possessed a liking for social pleasures and
could appreciate a joke by laughing as
heartily as other men. It was supposed
that Washington was always serious
and grave.
Gen. Washington and Mrs. Washington were still living in the Uerrian
house on November 17S3, and while
there the general wrote his farewell
add vess to the little army of patriot:-.- .
Washington left liocky Hill at the end
of November and went to Newlmrg to
prepare for his triumphant entry with
his army into New York. His probable that he never returned to the ol I
LI, although
Uerrian house on liocky
he left behind him many interesting
reminiscences of his prolonged stay
there.
About fifteen years ago the land and
house were purchased by David It.
.Mount, wealthy miller in the village.
Later it was sold t Martin A. Howell,
of New Urunswiek, N. J. Mr. Howell
made man' necessary repair.) to the
old Uerrian house, but by the removal
y
of the great
veranda in front
of it, which was supported, as were
those of most colonial houses of pretensions, by large, round pillars, it
lost its characteristic picturesq-u'iiess- .
The architectural beauty of the old
colonial style of house, with its comfortable, hospitable look, has been entirely lost and t'.ie house looks y
like many other farmhouses, built for
use only.
It is now occupied by
Michael limes, a boss quarry man, and
Ids family. They revere the memory
of Washington even more than others
that have lived in tho house since he
occupied it, and delight to show visitors through it.
1

two-stor-

to-da-

Royalty's

Fail.

Among tho many queer fads of royalty is one pos: essed by both the late
the duke
czar and his brother-in-law- ,
namely. acr.'.ae
of
for collecting models of ships. cspoci:dl;,'
cruisers. In the ease t.f Duke Alfred
they are all of silver; there ara some
sixty or seventy f them, several being
three to four feet in length, and they
form an imposing (leet in the long gallery in which they have been placed in
his palace at t'oburg. Those oft ho late
emperor of liussia, while merely of
woo 1 and brass, made up in perfection
of linish ni'.d detail what they kicked
in their intrinsic value, and one of the
last additions to the collection was a
model over seven feet 1 :ig of the Cunan! steamer Lucarna, constructed at
cost of over eight thousand dollars.
A I) it; p:'!';; to C'oj o'n'.

The desperation of the coyote when
cornered was illustrated tho oilier day
in an experience which a. Washington
farmer had with one of these little
beasts r.enr l'asco. Doing shot and
wounded by him it sprang upon him
and man and coyote rolled over and
over until lio gave it its quietus with a

1ÜÍI5.
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GENERAL ASSORTMENT.

An extension ladder for upper berths
of sleeping cars has been devised.
A Uhooklyn man says he is in con-

stant fear of being bowled over by a
woman running away from a trolley cur.
A ri.oru mill in Minneapolis contains
a belt 'C0 feet long, and weighing over
a ton. It required twenty cowhides to
make it.
A.voxo Marie Antoinette's bills is one
of I. sOO francs for a pair of garters
Anything for that fair shepherdess was
cheap at any price.
l'i..vn:.TM has been drawn into
smooth wire so line that it could not be
'i. iir.guished by the naked eye, even
u hen stretched across a piece of white
cardboard.
A ScoTCiiMAX
has advanced the
theory that the Japiui(se arc the lost
ten tribes became thuy have a place
u.med Hiroshima, ivhioh is like the
Hebrew name for Jerusalem,
A ijaisy was uarriud off by a panther
t Jones' Mill, Ore., the other day.
"he body was afterward found in an
ij.duing forest lifeless but not
except for a few scratches on
face.
ai.ooxoooo.ng, a volcano In the
district on the south coast of
Java, is again in eruption and is caus-

Lhe

G

Dre-ang-

ing great alarm, as in the eruption of
lrüJU
111 villages were destroyed and
1,01)0 lives were lost.
A no.'.i'i'i'Ai, in memory of the gi'eat
explorer and missionary, David Livingstone, has been established at Dart-fi.rHngland. At the laying of the
corner stone the address was made by
Henry M. Stanley.
A riiiusT of linda, Hungary, recently
married a very young couple, and, instead of the usual benediction, amazed
principal and witnesses by exclaiming:
'i'alhcr. forgive them, for they know
not what they do."
Tun 'sisterhood for Personal Service"'
is the title of an organization of Jewish
i ' lies in St.
Louis, whose purpose is
tho relief of distress among the poor of
their own denomination and foe educational work among children.
d.

ARMY

AND

NAVY NOTES.

Eight

TiiovsAxi carrier pigeons aro
kept for use in the German army.
Ai.I'MI.mum drums are now used by

Austrian regimental bands. They are

much lighter Hum the brass drums and
have a more melodious tone.
Si;: G;:oi;o:: Winn:, commander in
chk f of the Uritish army in India, re-

porta that only seventy-thre- e
members
d' the army temperance society were
i.ivt lved hi tho L'.OtiO
s
held during ISM.
Gi::, Count Vox Hi:si:i.i:r, of the
German army, is a stern old soldier and
a strie'. disciplinarian.
He has been
known to stop a subordinate in the
ttreet, and make him remove his boots
and stockings, to see if his feet were
clean.
On tho Uritish turret battleship Mon-r.-ccommissioned twenty-fivyears
end lately overhauled and 'it ted
court-martial-

e
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She is of ARE WOMEN ABUSED BY MEN? that both parties are greatly abused.
iron, cost $2,400,00!) to build, anil with
A General Feminine Disposition to Grumher new engines has a speed of from
THOSE BACHELOR GIBLS.
ble at Their Hard Cate.
thirteen to fourteen knots.
Do you think women are really How They Radiate Happineii and Have
abused as much as they claim to be?
Fun.
THE SCIENCZ OF PLANTS.
asks the "Quiet Observer" in the PittsThe world has improved in one respect. There was a time when the
FnuiT wrapped in brown paper will burg Gazette.
It seems to be a fact that a majority woman who did not marry was supr.tand fifteen degrees more of cold than
of them, married and single, believe posed to be a subject for jest; when it
if not thus protected.
they are abused by the men just be- - was concluded that she remained unreAfloweh cut in the morning will
the latter happen to have control wed because she could not do anything
cause
tain its freshness twice as long as a
business affairs, run politics, and do else.
of
day,
middle
of
the
cut
in
the
ilower
the courting.
Nowadays it is all changed, and the
when the sun is upon it.
The woman of marriageable age who woman who does not marry has a
Mme. Reonen, a florist of Roostocn,
is still living at home feels that men
Holland, is the owner of a giunt rose- are not doing rig-li- by her. She natur- - recognized position socially, and we
bush, which had i,000 roses in full ally wants to marry, have a big wed- have all grown wise enough to know
that any woman who wishes can
bloom at one time during the past sumding, and go on a tour of the eastern marry, says the New York correspondmer.
cities, or western, as the case may be.
is true
The largest flower in the world I!ut she has to go on waiting because1 ent of the Pittsburgh Press. It
most
man
she
marry
the
not
may
die
grows in Sumatra. It is called the no man asks her to join him in these
Ralllesia Arnold!, and some of the festivities. For this reason she feels admires, but always she can marry
some man; so that if she stays out her
inches in di- that she is an abused creature.
specimens arc thiity-nin- e
life alone is by her own choice.
ameter. The central cup will hold six
The old maid who has settled down
Then, too, the beautiful friendships
water.
of
quarts
to earn her own living just hates the
The famous French botanist, Pierre men because they allow her to wear that may exist between women are
Etienne Simon Ducharte, is dead. her finger nails olí scratching for bread. recognized, and the possibility of a
After the death of Payer he became The sight of a man walking comfort- home being made without a man in it
professor of botany in Paris, and later ably along the street, or driving, or is a certainty. In fiats, in dainty little
two or three bachelor women
wos elected a member of the Academy even lounging around some resort, houses,
Among his books are causes her indignation to rise to the (they don't call themselves girls),
of Sciences.
so arranged that one
"Elements de Rotaniquo'' and '"Rap- top notch. Why do they thus continue whose lives are
can
while the other
homekcepcr
be
the
port sur les Progres de la Rotanique to abuse her?
' The shop girl wonders why the boys is out in the world, are happy and comPhysologique."
fortable from day to day.
do not gather around and ask her to
And better still, they are not only
SOME NOTASLE WOMEN.
choose one of them to be her defender
happy
themselves, but they make less
and supporter. She is quite certain
A Miss Whede has been Finland's
permitted to fortunate women glad by bringing
be
not
she
should
that
"prison angel'' for twelve years, and
them in to share some of their pleaslive by the sweat of her brow, and the
is known in every jail of that chilly
ures. They give agreeable little dinner
whole of the blame is placed on the
parties, they entertain in quiet ways,
land.
young men who are earning money
and always these women whose names
The wife of the Italian prime mi
enough for two and spending it for
are not heard in connection with votes,
Crispi, is an ardent lover of cig-- !
their own comfort.
nor whose pictures are seen in the
arettes, and enjoys pui.ing a cloud
Married women are the loudest
papers, as among those who intend to
whenever she is disengaged. Crispi
and their complaints are gen- remodel the city government.
does not use tobacco.
agaiust their husbands. It is all
erally
n
The editor of a
literary
The French Duchess d'Uzes has be- right during the honeymoon, but when
tween twelve million and fourteen mil- that is over and they turn to face the paper is one of those women, and she
lion bottles of champagne in her cel- realities of life she feels that she is be- makes for all nephews and nieces a
managing to give
lars in the Rue de Temple, Paris, and ing abused. Her household duties are lovely resting-place- ,
as many more in her vaults at Rheims. heavier than when she was at home; it all the attention required in a few
La or IIen'hy Somerset knows very her husband is not the sighing lover hours before and after business. Anlittle about the luxury of rest. Wic is who filled her heart with joy, and her other, a very abode of beauty, is the
home of two women friends, one a
an indefatigable worker. In every good days are not as thickly iiiter.-.pereactress, the other the only
cause she is interested, and her infer-es- t with picnics as when she was a girl.
woman dealer in plays in this country.
means practic:-.- help. During the
As she thinks over this she become",
last year she held one hundred and more deeply convinced tlr.it s'.u i a And there are innumerable little homes
where women are bound by ties of
fifteen meetings and twenty-seve- n
much abused woman, that husbands
conferences. She traveled over eight are not half as nice as beaux, an.l i blood.
thousand miles and spoke in twenty quite certain she never would have marQueer I.lttlo Island.
counties to about two hundred thou- ried had it not been for the men.
A queer little island is Navassa. A
sand people.
Yet, in spite of all this, the abused ship load of negroes was landed in New
woman is a most inveterate match- Jersey the other day from the Pater-soTHE HOME.
maker, revels in gossip about prospec
hailing from this rock of four
The most easily digested meats ore: tive unions ana reads Uiu paper miles area, down in the Carribean, off
Cold mutton, mutton chops, venison, that publishes the longest list of Ilayti. Ilayti claims it and the United
tenderloins, sirloins, steak, lamb chops, marriage notices. No matter how un- States controls it. Ilayti never pushed
happy her life, nor how much of it she her claim. It is totally bare all proroast beef, rabbit and chicken.
To ruEVE.vr lamp chimneys from blames on her own marriage, she finds visions arc sent there, and several huncracking put them into a kettle of cold her greatest delight in getting other ; dred negroes are kept at work, being
water, gradually heat it till it boils, to do (he same thing she feels like kick- iJiipped like the hands of a vessel. In
ing herself for having done.
l::ct, the laws of a ship aro in force
and then let it as gradually cool.
No doubt some women are abused, there, ofilccrs and all. Tho product,
liEKoitE pouring very hot water into
a glass, put a spoon in the glass. The and sadly abused, but how about tho and the only one, is sold by tho Navassa
spoon prevents the erackirig t the ves- men? Think of the life of the nan who Phoi.phatc company, There is no
has been so unfortunate as to get a wharf or harbor, and tho work is very
sel by absorbing much of the heat.
of this stripe, lie may be no good laborious.
There are frequent comwhen once cooked, wife
MusnnooMS,
fully
and
deserve his punishment, yet plaints of hard treatment from tho reshould never be rewarmed to serve a
often so happens that he does all in turning crew, which is usually shipped
second time at the table. After becom- it
his power to stop these complaints.
for six months' service. The headquartinjurto
apt
develop
are
cold
they
ing
Suppose we call it a standoff or agree er:-, of the company are in Italtimore.
ious properties.
'oecn spent for repairs alone.

i

com-plaine- rs

well-know-

well-know- n
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A SMOKY CONTINENT.

That Is What North America, Has
Been of Late.
Notes of a Traveler Who Crossed to the
Pacific During tita Recent Great
Forest 1 Ires Strange SlKUts
ami Incidents.

Reports continue to como In of forest
r.nd prairie fires in the west. The fires
in Montana and later in the northwest have been followed by others in
Tennessee, Kentucky and Arkansas.
Those who have made a study and
record of extensive fires on plain and
in forest say that those of last summer
and this fall are unprecedented in the
The fires,
history of this country.
reached from the great lakes to the Pacific.
A New York Sun reporter who went
west just before the Minnesota disaster passed through a haze of smoke

that extended clear across the country.
He went from lhiffalo to Duluth on
the lakes, and so thick was the smoke
that it was necessary frequently to
blow the fog whistle of the steamer
for an hour at a time. All the fog
whistles at the lighthouses on the
Likes were kept going night and day.
Near Cleveland the smoke was so thick
that it was impossible to see more than
the length of the ship when approach-- 1
ing the breakwater. On Lake Superior the smoke was so dense that scores
of birds lo:;t their way and welcomed
the ship as a place of refuge. They
were birds that almost never venture
beyond the forest, and so exhausted
were they that they were practically
tame. They took crumbs out of the
hands of the children on board the
vessel, and one beautiful little green
nnd vellow sonvstcr. almost as delicate
as a canary, lighted on the head of the
reporter and rested there for fully fif-- !
teen minutes, while the reporter remained in conversation with a party of
at least half a dozen. It was impossible to see the famous Apostle islands
as the ship went by them, and the har-- 1
bor of Duluth was in a thick haze.
On the way down from Duluth to
Minneapolis the fires were burning
freely in the famous lumber district,
but there was no indication of the terrible disaster that was to overtake
Hinckley the next week. The country
had been so long without rain that
everyone seemed to think that it must
come in a day or two, and there was
little apprehension that anything
more serious than that which had already happened could occur. Travelers could see a few hundred feet out
of the ear windows, and as night came
on the thin line of flume eating its
way through the leaves and underbrush
was visible every mile or two.
In St. Paul it was impossible to see
the river and the city itself from the
heights. Out in the wheat country of
the Dakotas the haze seemed to lift a
a little, but when the grazing country
of Montana was reached desolation
seemed to reign. For. fifty miles at a
!.t:vteh the plains were black as far as
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tlio eye could sec. The cattle had
bocn driven back to the mountains,
the herders said, in some cases for hundreds of miles. The streams of water
and the little lakes, that arc the salvation of the country for grazing purposes,
were dried up. Occasionally there
would be a patch for eight or ten miles
that would be nnbf.rned, but over the
the mounds in that rolling country there could be seen the approach
of the fire, and there was no way to
stop it.
At night the fires were especially
beautiful. The flame was never more
than from six to eight inches high. Occasionally it ran in a straight line parallel with the railroad for a distance
of several miles. At other times it
formed crescents and circles up the
sloping sides of some extonded knoll.
Again there were acute and obtuse
angles, and as the smoke rose und
tilled the air it made it impossible to
see clearly for more than a few hundred yards.
In the Rocky mountains it was the
same story. Ear up the peaks, close to
the limit of the wood belt, scores of
fires could be seen burning briskly,
where no hunter could have left his
Some of the fires
campfire burning.
in the mountains, as well as some of
those on the plains, were undoubtedly
started by locomotive sparks, and some
were started by the negligence of hunters who had not extinguished their
campfircs on leaving for their sport,
but no one could account for the fires
far up the mountain rndes.
On the Pacific slope the reporter
found scores of tourists who had
changed their routes and given up part
of their trips because of the smoke.
Seattle was in a fog, and the attractive
Pugct sound was as if it did not exist.
The sound of the fog whistles on the
steamboats was the only indication
that Seattle was a seaport. All salmon and other kinds oi! fishing was at a
standstill, and the citizens were saying
that the smoke was a most serious loss
to the industries of the place. Down
through the beautiful and fertile valleys of Oregon the smoke hid the scenery, and not until the travelers were
close under the flanks of glorious
Mount Shasta in upper California,
could the towering pile be seen. All
the Cascade range was hidden, and the
superb peaks, such as Tacoma, Hood
and Adams, were as if they had not
been.
Not until the reporter had reached
the Selkirk mountains in DritLsh Columbia, on his way home, did he find
the atmosphere clear. The hotel keeper
at Glacier said that the day that burst
in splendor over the peaks, on Sunday
of the second week of September, was
the first perfectly clear day that had
been seen there for two months, und at
Field, on the eastern slopj of the Canadian ruckles, the railroad officials told
the same story. Travelers, railroad
men and weather experts all along the
route that the reporter went over
united in saying that probably i.uch an
extensive band of Mnoke never before
hung over the continent. It practically reached from the Atlantic to the
Pacific for at leant
weeks.
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PERSONAL

MENTION.

William Hill, an American in Hongkong, has been fined 8100 for sketching-militarworks there. The Hills are
playing in hard luck these days. .
Renewed interest is being taken in
Poston in the movement to erect a
suitable monument over the grave of
John Hancock, in the old Granary burying ground. The last legislature appropriated $.1,000 for the purpose and a
special committee of the executive
council is now giving hearings to those
who have suggestions on the subject to
make.
Pen D avies, the famous tenor, confesses that the words of some of
the popular Rongs he has to sing are
doggerel. One song, he says, he sang
only once because the words were so
bad. He liked the music of it, but ho
was ashamed to stand up and utter the
nonsense contained in the words. Mr.
Davies expresses wonder that composers
should put up with such wretched sentiment.
Miss Louise Imogen Guiney, writer
of verse, who is postmistress at Auburn-dalMass., has been boycotted by a
number of people in the town because
she keeps two
dogs, alleged
to be fierce. People who don't like
dogs or are afraid of them, refuse to
buy any stamps at the ollice, and as a
result the business of the office lias
fallen off so seriously that the government has reduced Miss Guiney's salary
8100. Literary people all over New
England, having heard of this, are
sending her orders for stamps.
y

e,

d

j

SHARPS AND

FLATS.

Mus. Ciiables Dudley Warner is
said to be the best amateur musician
in New England.
Eva Ixgeiisoll, now Mrs. Drown, is
a beautiful woman, passionately fond
of music, as indeed all the members of
Col. Ingersoll's family are.
The compose of the air of "Annie
Lr.urio" and of the words as now .un ;
is still alive. She is Lady John Soil.-The original song was in praise f .i
daughter of the first baronet of .
.

Ruiiinstein had one bit of excu til lo
vanity. His favorite violin bow v,i
richly adorned und set with diamond:-and he prized it beyond men .uro. I, lit
there were no other jewel i about him,
and he dressed simply in black.
E.Mi'Eitoit William is like Oscar V. il.le
in that he knows a classic when lu
writes it. The imperial minister of
public instruction has sent a note to
he hiyher schools of the empire suggesting that William's "Song t: Aegir"
should be generally studied.
Uaoul K'iczalski, who appeared in
d
London last season as an
pianoforte prodigy, has just produced
at Leipzig and at Derlin a symphonic
legend for full orchestra, which he
conducts himself. It is founded on the
story of the murder of the bishop of
Krakow by Doleslaw II. of Poland, and
is of considerable length and
,

eight-year-ol-
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THE NEW TARIFF LAW.
The

Measure

now Applies
Scedules.

Articles Affected by the ChniiKa
tion on YnrloiiH Articles.

to

All

Reduc-

The new tariff measure is now in full
force and effect. Although the bill became a law on Aug. 29 there was one
whole schedule and an item in another
schedule that were not to take effect
until Jan. 1, 1895. The schedule was
"wool," and the single item, "dolls,

etc."
Shortly after the tariff act went into
operation the secretary of the treasury
made a ruling, based upon an opinion of
the acting attorney general, which reversed the ruling of the board of general
appraisers at New York, and which, it
was claimed by senators, placed a
upon the terms of the act en
tirely opposed to that which was intend
ed by the legislative body. Paragraph
297 reads as follows: "The reduction of
the rates of duty herein provided for
manufactures of wool shall také effect
Jan. 1, 1895." Throughout the wool
schedule the hair of the camel, goat, or
alpaca is classified with wool pure and
simple, and when the question came be
fore the board of appraisers they decided
that goods made of such materials were
exempt from the new duty until Jan. 1,
1895. This ruling the department reversed, and held that only goods composed wholly of wool should be exempt
from the new duty until Jan.l.
Consequently much of the foreign manufactures entered were withdrawn for consumption under the reduced rates of
duties.
From now on there can be no doubt,
however, as to what the rates shall be,
and any article coming under the woolen
schedule, however classified, will lie subject to the reduced duty. The entire
wool schedule shows great reductions.
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statement made by the finance commit
Hats, four classes, 60 to 72 per cent.
tee's exiert, ot 28 per cent., but the Mc- four
classes,
for
underwear,
Flannels
Kinley act made the duty on me Bame
48 to 72 per cent.
paragraph 35 per cent. This new duty
Dress goods, women's and children's, went into effect on January 1.
Italian cloth, etc., five classes, 43 to 54
MINING IN ALASKA.
per cent.
Other clothing, ready made,etc.,38per
cent.
The Method Used by tile Miners to Dcfeitt
Jiiek Front.
Felts, not woven, 52 per cent.
en route to Washington
Ilealy,
52
per
John
J.
Plushes and other pile fabrics,
as the special representative of the
cent.
Cloaks, dolmans, jackets, talmas, ul- Alaska mines, says the placers in that
sters and other outside garments for wo- territory yieííl good returns to those
who work them. "They run from $1,000
men and children, etc., 93 per cent.
Webbing, goring, braces, bindings, to $5,000 each season per man. The
washing season is very short, lieing at
fringes, gimps, cords and tassels, dress
the most only four months. These
trimmings, laces and embroideries, etc., months are June, July, August and Sep47 per cent.
tember. During the remainder of the
year there is no water, tor everything is
Carpets and Carpeting Aubusson,
frozen up tight. Work does not stop,
Moquette and Chenille carpets, though, on
that account. During the
and carpets woven whole for rooms, and winter season the miners work their
Oriental, Berlin and other similar rugs, claims or prospect for new ones, nearly
all the prospecting is done in the winter,
34 per cent.
Saxony, Wilton and Tourney velvet and a great share of the development
work also.
carpets, 4.2 per cent.
"You should understand," he says,
Brussels, 51 per cent.
Velvet and tapistry velvet carpets "that the ground at all times is frozen.
printed on the warp or otherwise, 44 per In working a claim, the miners sink a
cent.
shaft to bedrock and then drift in. This
Tapistry Brussels, printed on the warp work can only be accomplished by the
aid of heat. Huge fires are built on the
or otherwise, 48 per cent.
and all chain ground, which is dug away as fast as it
Treble ingrain, three-pl- y
becomes thawed out. When the bedrock
Venetian carpets, 48 per cent.
is reached, the same plan is followed in
Wool, Dutch, and two-plingrain
54 per cent.
Fires are pushed forward as
drifting.
The freezing
Druggets and bockings, printed, col- the tunnel progresses.
ored or otherwise, 64 per cent.
weather has one advantage, at least, for,
by reason of it, drains, pinups ard timrelt carpeting, 52 per cent.
y
Carpeta in wool, or in part of, not
bers are unknown in Alaskan diggings.
As the pay dirt is taken out of the tunprovided for, 40 per cent.
Ciirpetings and carpets of cotton, 40 nel it is carried to some place convenper cent.
ient, where it can be washed during the
The single item selected as an excep summer months. There is an abundtion appears under the head of sundries, ance of fuel and by its liberal use the
miners can work the vear around.
and is as follows:
"Dolls, doll heads, tov marbles, of
'The expenses of iiving in Alaska is
whatever material composed, and all not so great as is generally supposed. A
other toys not composed of rubber, china, man can live in the Yukon country for
porcelain, parían, bisque, earthen or less than $500 per year, which, considerstoneware, and not specially provided ing the distance provisions must be
for in this act, 25 per cent, ail valorem. carried, is very cheap indeed." Denver
inis is a reduction, according to me News.
y

cai-pet- s,

spe-iall-

I

The average ad valorem rate under the
McKinley act was 98.62 per cent.; under
the present law, 48.82 per cent., making
an average reduction of 50.50 per cent
If
The reductions upon the various items of
the schedule are as follows :
Shoddy, 71 per cent.
Yarns, woolen and worsted, according
to classification, (i2 to 89 per cent.
Cloths, three classes, 50 to 75 per
cent.
Shawls, three classes, 55 to 77 per
Stupe Leaves Silver. City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
cent.
Knit fabrics, four classes, 51 to 74 per and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
cent.
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & (Vs. express
All other manufactures not specially
provided for, three classes, 42 to 75 per office from which place the stage starts.
cent.
Blankets, four classes, 5(5 to 72 per
cent.

You Want
to go to the

Mogollons

Get
on

Murphey's Passenger,Expressand Mail Line.

W.

M.

Murphey.
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BURIAL

PLACE. dwarf thorn trees, aged and grotesque
and scanty leaved, nourished for a thouA CurloiiH IiiHtlnct of the Anininl That sand years in the bones that whiten the
l'lizzlcs the NnturallHtH.
stony ground at their roots ; the parting
The unique position once held by sun, chill and gray, and silent and moAuehenia glama in South America lends tionlessthe huanacos' Golgotha. In the
peculiar interest to the small group of long centuries, stretching back into a
animals to which it Itclongs.
Before dim, immeasurable past, so many of this
the Spanish conquest of Peru the llama race have journeyed hither from the
was the only hoofed animal domesticated mountain and the plain to suffer the
in the country, and by consequence sharp pang of death, that, to the imagifilled a very important place in Peruvian nation, something of it all seems to have
economy.
Not only was it then, as now, passed into that hushed and mournful
a beast of burden but it supplied the nature. And now one more, the latest
meat and wool, in fact, a more "general pilgrim, has come, all his little strength
utility" animal is unknown to man. spent in his struggle to penetrate the
Naturally, since the introduction of close thicket; looking old and gaunt and
horses, donkeys and mules, the llama ghostly in the twilight; with long, ragged
has been much less used. Science has re- hair; staring into the gloom out of
sunken eyes.
solved the group into four species, all of
which are very much alike. These are
To this account of the animal's dying
the llama, alpaca, huanaco and the vicu- place and instinct, Darwin adds: "I do
na, of which only the first two are not at all understand the reason of this;
known in the domestic state.
but I may observe that the wounded
The earlier naturalists, guided by the huanacos at the Santa Cruz invariably
eye, regarded the llama as a near rela- walked toward the river."
tive of the sheep. Culvier was the first
It would, no doubt, be rash to allirnt
to recognize that it pertained more near- of any instinct that it is absolutely
ly to the camels, and ultimately he rele- unique ; but putting aside some doubtful
gated it to a subfamily of its own as reports about a custom of the Asiatic
auchenia.
The general public distin- elephant, which may have originated in
guish the llama in captivity as the "ani- the account of Sindad the sailor's dismal that spits." All four species have a covery of an elephant's burial place, we
habit of discharging
saliva have no knowledge of an instinct similar
into or at the face of any human to to that of the huanaco in any other aniwhose presence they object, and we can mal.
quite imagine that for riding purposes a
So far as we know, it stands alono and
mount of such objectionable manners apart, with nothing in the actions of
could not long hold its place against a
other species leading up or suggesting
well behaved donkey.
any family likeness to it. Dut what
The huanaco lias one curious instinct
chielly attracts the mind to it is Its
whiehjtaturalists are perforce obliged to strangeness. It looks, in fact, less like
put aside as useless. We quote Jlr. F. an instinct of one of the inferior animals
if. Hudson's remarks on the Imáneos' than the superstitious observance of
dying place, in that charming book, human beings, who have knowledge of
"The Naturalist in La Plata":
death, and believe in a continued existIt is well known that at the southern ence under dissolution ; of a tribe that
extremity of Patagonia the huanacos in past times had conceived the idea that
have a dying place, a spot to which all the liberated spirit is only able to find
individuals inhabiting the surrounding its way to its future abode by starting at
plains repair at the approach of death to death from the ancient dying place of
deposit their Untes. Darwin and Fitz-ro- y the tribe or family, and thence moving
first recorded this strange instinct in westward, or skyward, or underground,
their personal narratives, and their ob- over the well worn immemorial track
servations have since been fully con- invisible to material eyes? Land and
firmed by others. The best known of Water.
these dying or burial places are on the
banks of the Santa Cruz and Gallegos
The business circles of Albuquerque
rivers, where the river valleys are covof
were
thrown into a ripple of excitement
ered with dense primeval thickets
when it became known that
week
last
of
growth;
stunted
trees
bushes and
there the ground is covered with the Lowenthal & Meyers had assigned to W.
li. Childers and M. Mandel. They are
bones of countless dead generations.
"The animals," says Darwin, "in most among the oldest merchants in central
cases must have crawled before dying New Mexico, being wholesale liquor dealA ers. They place their liabilities at $10,-00- 0
beneath and among the bushes."
and assets at about $80,000. The
strange instinv.t in a creature so prethey claim was caused by indorsfailure
its
habits; a dweller
eminently social in
for
ing
Jacob P.oehm, who committed
barren
plateaus
open,
life
on
the
its
all
and mountain sides! What a subject suicide in Denver several years ago, and
for a painter! The gray wilderness of other indorsements.
death-dimme-
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Muslo and MuhIcIimh.
A

collection

of

valuable violins, violas,

bows, and antique instruments was offered for sale at Messrs. Puttick and
Simpson's rooms, Leicester Square, when
some high prices were realized. Among
the instruments were examples of the
works of Antonius Stradivarius, Amati,
Otto, Carlo Bergonzi, and J.Guarnerius.
The highest price was paid for a violin
made by Antonius Stradivarius, dated
1701, this being one of the few existing
specimens, measuring U inches. After
a spirited bidding, it was knocked down

at

Another "Stradivarius," dated
260. A violin by Carlo
Bergonzi, a capital specimen of this maker's work, was sold for 200. An instrument by Joseph Guarnerius, in inlaid
satin wood case, with traveling cover and
d
kw, fetched 95. An
Amati, reputed to have been made for
the Court of Francis, with paintings on
the back, side, and scroll, was knocked
down for 153. A violin by Doniinicus
Moiisagnana sold for 50; one by Antonius and Hieronyinus Amati, dated 16:8,
for 80, and one by Lupot, dated 1806,
600.

1699, fetched

silver-mounte-

for

55.

A violoncello by David

Tsech-l-

er

obtained 41 ; one by William Fors-te- r,
110, and one by Benjamin
Banks,
27. A viola, by Carlo Bergonzi, was
sold for 55 10s. The total realized by
the sale was 2,510 Ms. London Telegraph.
It is stated that Tamagno gets $1,600
per night, Jean de Peszke $1,500, and
Mine. Melba $1,200.

Probably the largest sum ever taken
in at the performance of an operetta was
in Vienna the other evening, when

Strauss' "Fledermaus" at the Imperial
yielded lli.OOO llorins, nearly

Opera

$6,000.

Winkclniann's salary as operatic tenor
in Vienna is $10,000 a year, for aliout
Kichntann gels
Bixty appearances.
$8,800 for eight months, Frl. Uenard
$7,200. Frau Schlager, who fifteen years
ago received $10 a month as chorus girl,
now has $8,000 a year at the Imperial
Opera.
Oesterlein's Richard Wagner museum
in Vienna now contains about 25,000
documents relating to that composer, including 12,000 books and pamphlets, 600

portraits and busts,

100

manuscripts.etc.

Oesterlein has spent many years making
this collection, and now offers it for sale
for $22,000.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
Notary Pimuc.
Ofllee lit

l'ost-otlle-
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PROFESSIONAL

NOTICE FOR rUIII.lCATIO.N.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all thu courts of tlio territory. Criminal law a specialty. Office

corner Texas and Spring streets.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVER CITY
I AMES 8. FIELDER.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

O

Office over Silver City National Hunk,
N. M.
SILVER CITY
O 11.

0.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND
NOTARY PUBLIC,

Collections a Specialty,
SILVER CITY

HL.

N. M.

PICKETT.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY,

A.

N. St

II. IIARLLEE.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practice In all the Courts of tliu

Territory.
N. SI.
SILVER CITY.
n T. IMIILLIl'S.
V. PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Office at Halley's drug Store. Rooms
at
Ir. ltalley's residence.
N. SI
SILVER CITY

SECRET SOCIETIES.
-

-

I)

Jl

A. Sl7

-

Silver City Chapter, No. 2, at Masonic
Hall. Recular convocations on ;kl Wednesday evening of each month. All companions
K. CosilHOVE, 11. I'.
Invited to attend.
l'KiutY It.
Sec'y.

TEHHITOHIAL.

k

A. SI.

17--

m,iu

II

A. E.

J. J. Km.i.v, Scribe.

Atkins,

C. P.

7 O. O. F.

I Isaac Tiffany
No. 13, meets at Odd
Fellows' Hall. Rank building. Saturday ev-

Helen
It
Meetings

Fiebekah Degree
second and fourth Friday nights in
No.
each month, at lml of I. S. TltTanv
111. Bank building.
L. II. Rowli.ee, X. G.
St. Geohuk Rohinson. Sec'y
No.

7,

cross-exami-

17-- 0t

NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION'.

Land Office

w

CITY

w

J. W. Fleming,
J. W. Carter.

Wm. F. Lorenz,

Frank Wright,
enings. Members of the order cordially In- C,
L. Cantley,
T. W. Hoi.soN. N. G.
vited to attend.
St. Geoimie Robinson. Sec'y.
T O. O. F.

any substantial reason, under the law and
the regulations of the Interior Department,
why such proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the ulxive mentioned
thu witnesstime and place to
es of said claimant, and to offer evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
John D. Huyan. Register.

N. St., I
at Las Chucks,
December 7th. 1801. f
VOTICE FS HEREItY GIVEN THAT THE
settler has Hied notice
i following-name- d
of his Intention to make Ileal proof In support of his claim, and that said proof will he
made before the Probate Judge or Probate
Clerk at SllverClty.N.M..on February 1st, 1805,
viz; Benjamin F. Powell, who made Homestead Application No. 2010 for the lot 2 a ml
u
H e M
H e H
H
i sec U. tp 15
r. Ill w.
Slayor s. He
names the following witnesses to prove
('"illiniums residence upon and cultivaClerk his
of.
said laud, viz:
tion
Attorney
James A. Hell, of Cliff. New Mexico: WilSlarshal liam
1). Howard, of I'll IT. New Mexico: Harris
Denton, of Cliff. New Slexlco; S. M. Morgan,

-

1

cross-exami-

Solicitor General
E. L. Itartlett,
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION'.
District attorney
J. H. Crist. Santa Fe,
"
"
S. It. Ncweomb, Las Cruces.
Land offick at Las Chuces. N. SI., I
"
"
W. II. Whiteman, Alh'(iie,
December 7th, 1804. f
"
C. G. Hell. Silver City.
VOT1CE IS HEREItY GIVEN THAT THE
M. W. Slills. Springer,
settler has tiled notice
li following-name- d
"
"
C. C. Fort. Las Vegas.
of his Intention to make final proof in sap- "
Geo. It. linker, Roswell,
port or
claim, and that said proor win ne
Librarian made lieIlls
F. 1'lno,
fore the Probate Judge or Probate
Clerk Supreme Court Clerk at Silver City, N. SI., on February 1st,
II. S. Clancy,
E. II. Rergninnn.Superlntendeut Penitentiary
1805. viz:
Sebcrn SI. Morgan, who made
Adjutant General Homestead
Geo. W. Knaeliel,
Application No. 2114 for the s Vt
R. J. Palen.
Treasurer e i and s ' w H sec 22. t p 15 s. r. 17 w.
Auditor
Demetrio Perez,
He naines the following witnesses to prove
Snpt. of Scliools his continuous
Amado Chavez,
residence upon and cultivaCoal Oil Inspector tion of, said laud, viz:
M. S. Hart,
Denton,
of Cliff, New Slexlco,
Harris
"
"
Hcnjnniin F. Powell,
CLAIMS.
COUItT OK PIIIVATE
Henry Miller,
Shelley,
P.M.
Jose)h R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
person who desires to protest against
Associate Justices Wilbur F. Stone, of Co- theAny
allowance of such proof, or who knows of
C. Fuller of North Carolina:
lorado:

Thomas
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
,f t.'.,u,iu
iVt Silver City F.odge, No. 8. Meets at Masonof Slissourl, United
Mathey G. Reynol,
ic Hall, over Silver City Nat'l Hank, the States Attorney,
Thursday evening on or before the full moon
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
allend.
0. Hknnktt. W. SI.
COUNTY.
l'Kiiuv It. Lady, Sec'y.
Probate Judge
R.V. Newsham,
A E. S.
N. A. ltolich,
Treasurer
U. Silver City Chapter No. a O. E. S. Sleets E. SI. Young.
Probate Clerk
every 1st a nil lid Tuesday in each month at I!i vim- Shannon,
Sheriff
Masonic Hall. Mus. E. C. T. Wakhen. W. M. A. It.
Collector
Sins. Nei.i.y It. Lauv. Sec'y.
T. N. Childers,
Assessor
G. It. Itrown,
Surveyor
S. S. Ilraniilii,
Commissioner
A. .I.Clark,
Commissioner
I O.JasO.F.L. Rldgelv Encaninnicnt No. 1. meets Tliomas
Foster
Commissioner
111)
,f ...I..I. 1.1. .Mill
t
it It
School Superintendent
It. T. Link,
Visiting patriarchs cordially invited.
F.

K

I

n-- w

Clerk Third Judicial District
Surveyor General
Citarles F. Easley,
II. 8. Collector
Citarles SI. Shannon,
.1. It. HemmliiíTway,
U.S, District Attorney
I!. S. Marshal
L.
Hall,
Edward
Deputy U.S. Marshal
II. W. Loomls,
U. 8. Coal Mine Inspector
J. W. Fleming,
J. II Walker, Santa Fo Register Laud Office
l'edro Delgado, Santa Fo Rec'v'r Land Office
Reg'r Land Office
Joint D. ltryan,
Office
J. I'. Ascarate, Las Cruces, Rec'v'r
Reg'r Land Office
Richard Young, Roswell
Land
office
W. G. Cosgrove, Roswell,
Ftce'v'r
Reg'r Land Office
W. W. Hoyle, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Office
H. C. l'lckels, Chiyton,

N. SI.

JOHN SI. GINN,

J

Associates

A. It. En II.
L. W. Lenoir,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

SILVER CITY

Delegato to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justicu

Anthony Joseph,
W. T. Thornton,
Sillier.
Thomas Smith,
1
N.C.Collier,
A. A. Freeman,
N. H. Luughlin,

at

Las Chuces, N. St.,
December 7th. 181IÍ. f
XJOTIOE IS HERERY GIVEN THAT THE
1
followinic-name- d
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof In support
of his claim, and that said proof will bo made
before the 1'roliate Judge or rronato uiern
at Sliver City. N. SI., on February 1st, 1805,
viz: Harris Denton, wno maun iiuniesieini
Ainillciitloii No. 151(1 for the s Vi u X sec 22,
H sec 23, to 15 s. r. 17 w.
and s V,
lie naines the following witnesses 10 prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of, said land, viz:
Benjamin F. Powell, of Cliff. New Mexico,
"
"
Sobern M. Morgan,
P.M. Shelley,
Henry Miller,
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
the regulations of the Interior Department,
whv such liniof should not be allowed, will he
given an opportunity at the above mentioned
the witnesstime and placo to
es of said claimant, and to oiler evidence in
by
claimant.
rebuttal of that submitted
John D. Huyan,
Register.
Land Office

I A. ANCHETA.
O

15.

Directory.

Olllvlul

CARDS.

,

noAiin ok education.
G. N. Wood,
Wm. Hrahm,
K. L. Powel.

I

COUNCll.MKN.

n--

of Cliff. New Mexico.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
thu regulations of the Interior Department,
why such proof should not be allowed, will lie

given an opportunity at the above mentioned time and place to
the
witnesses of said claimant, and to offerevi-denc- e
p.
of
In rebuttal of that submitted by
FIHEflKI'AHTMENT.
Jv, Sleets 2d and 4th Tuesday nights of each
claimant.
John D. Huyan,
lt
Register.
month, at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visiting Knights F.. A.Skelly
chief
Invited.
I' hank W me ill', C. C
St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
Silver
City
Office.
l'ost
J. J. Siiehidan, K. R & S.
C.
O.
Wliltehlll
Foreman. R. H. Hose Co.
Foreman, J. W. F. Hose Co
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m
Steve Ulde
W. F. Lorenz Foreman. Hook and
to 7 p. m.
O. U. W.
Open Sunday from II to 11:40 a. in., and ono
Jl Sleets on the 1st and .1(1 Tuesday of each ATCHISON, TOPEKA &. SANTA FE hour
after arrival of railway mall.
month. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
Sloney order department open dally except
C. L. Canti.ky, SI. F.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
Sundays from 8 a. m. to 0 p.m.
E. St. Youno, Uec.
In Effect August B, 1894.
Slall.closes for Fort Hayard. Central. Hanover. Georgetown and all railroad points dalSI. K.

White.

Jas. Glllett.
1). Jones.

Marl in Maiier

r

NO FUN ABOUT IT

E. ROSENBERG,

No.

Htm,

Arrives.
4:(H)
1:1(1

BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.

12:40

I promise vou fulthfullv. in the lonu rim.
you shall save half your money, by having
your worn neat ly anil uromptly done to suit
yourself, at E. ROSEMlF.ltG
Silver City. N. SI.

10:40
8:05
5:20

p. m.

"
"

lt:4ó a. m.

"
"

a. m.
Leave.

cross-exami-

Geo.

No. 805.

DESTINATION.

Silver City
leming
1

Nutt

Rincón
Las Cruces
El Paso

John

Departs.
10:10 a. m.
12:40 p. m.
12:50 a. ni.
1:40 p. in.
11:20

"

"
5:08
7:40 p. m.
Arrives.

II. SIiiixik. Agent.

at 0:40 a. in.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate pohds at 8 a. ni.. Mondays, Wednesdays
ly

and Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. in.
Slall arrives from the east, west and south
dally at 4 p. in.
Slall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at 0 p. m., Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.
Slall arrives from Pinos Altos daily except
Sundays at 10:110 a. in.
L. A. Skei.i.y, Postmasteh

